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SUMMARY 
nilS EnVlronmental Impact Statement (EIS) 
analyzes the Impacts that would result from des-
ng or not designating three wilderness 
study areas as wilderness The proposed action 
recommends a portIOn of WSAs Q30-AOI /OAO-408 
Adobe Town for wIlderness deslgnallOn (1 0.920 
acres) and a portlOn for nonwllderness deslgna~ 
tJOn (74.790 acres) The proposed acllOn .'so rec-
ommends.U of WSA 030-A07 Fem. Mountain, for 
Idemess deslQnahon (22.245 acres) 
Several Stgnlfrc.ant enYlronmental ISSUes were 
~ dunng the .tudy process Issues com-
mon to both WSAs Include (:) Impacts on WIlder-
ness foes. (2) Impacts on energy and minerai 
ment. (3) Impacts on raptors. and (4) 
Impacts on reere tIOna I off-road vehIcle (ORV) 
.... Iss .... specIfic to the Adobe Town WSA 
Include ( 1) Impacts on cultural resource.. (2) 
Impacts on paleontologICal resource.. (3) 
Impact! on livestock 9r82lng management and 
(. ) Impec-ts on anlek)pe and mule deer An Issue 
S4)eClfte 10 the Ferns Mountains WSA 1$ Impacts 
on forest management 
The I' emabveS 'or each WSA and the Slgmh-
cent Impacts re summarized below 
ALTERNATIVES AND 
SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS BY 
WSA 
Adobe Town 
PfopoMd Ac1Ion (Partial 
ftdef1_IIConftlct Resolution) 
AU ted _ thePr~Actlonwouldree · 
mend fO.9'20 Ktes 'Of' w.tdernns destgnetlon 
end 74 ecra lor nonwlldern 
Sl9n1 nllmpacts under the Pr~ Action 
to the rethon of wilderness VIIlues and 0,1 
and !I8S PfOdUC'''''' Wilderness v lues would be 
""" on to eoo ecra. IncludIng the .r .. whICh 
,he mosI out. ndlng WIlderness values 
on WSA Wilde<ness ues on 320 ecra of the 
pottJon recommended 10< wIlderness would be 
lost due to natural gas development on pre-
FLPMA leases ApprOXImately 80'\10 of the natural 
gas underlYing the WSA would be recoverable 
under the Proposed Act ion 
No Wilderness Alternative 
AIISS.710 acres of lhe Adobe Town WSAwould 
be recommended as nonSUItable for wilderness 
deSignation 
The malor Impacts under thiS alternative relate 
to Ine loss of Wi lderness values from all and gas 
production About 85% of the natural gas would 
be recoverable under the No Wilderness Alterna-
tive However. because of the pattern of oil and 
gas developments In the WSA. Wilderness values 
on the entire 85.710 acres would essentially be 
lost 
All Wilderness Alternative 
All SS.7 to acres 01 the Adobe Town WSAwould 
be recommended 'or Wilderness deSignation 
The malor Impacts under thiS alternative relate 
to the retenhon of Wilderness values and a ll and 
gas production Although Ihe entlfe WSA wou ld 
be deSignated Wilderness. valid eXisting fights on 
pre-FLPMA all and gas lea.e. would allow for the 
racovery of 70'\10 of Ihe WSA·. natural ga. 
reserves However. thiS means that Wi lderness 
values would be lost on 39.300 acres because of 
the gas development 
Partial Wlldem ... -2 Alternative 
Under the PartIal Wilderness-2 AlternatIVe. 
16.280 acres would be recommended 'or Wilder. 
ness and 69,.30 acres would be recommended tor 
nonwllderne.s 
Impacts under thiS alternative relate to the reten-
hon of wilderness values and 011 and gas produc-
tion Becau .. Of prolected developments on ex-
ISting pre-FLPMA le ... s In Ihe portIon 
recommended for wilderness. Wilderness values 
would be retained on only 15,000 acres It IS esh· 
mated lhal 7~ of lhe natur., ga. could be racov-
erad under thiS alternative 
SUMMARY 
Ferris Mountains 
Proposed Action (All Wlldeme .. ) 
Under the Proposed ActIon. the entire 22.245 
acres of the Ferns Mountains WSA wou ld be rec-
ommended for Wi lderness designation. 
The major impacts under the Proposed Act ion 
relate to the long term retention of wilderness 
values. the Withdrawal of the WSA from mineral 
explorat ion, and the effects on timber manage-
ment. 
Wilderness values would be retained on the 
entlfe WSA. Because the entire WSA would be des-
Ignated wilderness. all of its 22.245 acres would 
be withdrawn from minerai entry This would not 
be a SIgnificant Impact because of the WSA's low 
minerai potential. Timber harvest of 8 MMBF over 
the next 50 to 100 years would also be forgone. 
but no sales are planned in the short term. 
No Wlldeme .. Alternative 
All 22.245 acres of the Ferris Mountains WSA 
would be recommended for nonwilderness uses 
under this alternative 
Here. Impacts relate to the long-term loss of wil-
derness values. the availability of the WSA for min-
erai exploration snd the availability of timber for 
harvest. Wilderness values would not receive the 
leg islat ive protection given to designated Wilder-
ness. Because o f prOjected timber harvesting and 
mineral exploration activities, naturalness would 
be permanently lost on 4,000 acres. The enttre 
22.245 acres would be open to mineral entry and 
leasing. but project ions Indicate that very httle 
activity would occur, About 8 MMBF of commer-
cial timber (primarily lodgepole pine for posts and 
poles) would be available for harvest over the next 
50 to 100 years, No harvests are currently planned 
in the WSA. 
Enhanced Wilderness Alternative 
Under th is alternat ive. the entlfe Ferns Moun-
tains WSA (22.245 acres) plus state and pflvate 
inholding (1 .800 acres) would be recommended 
to r wilderness. The sta te and private lands would 
become part of the designated wilderness upon 
consummation of a land exchange 
Impacts under thiS alternative are very Similar 
to those In the Proposed Action (All WIlderness) . 
Differences lie in the tncreased acreage upon 
which Wilderness values would be retained (an 
addi tional 1.800 acres), and the increased acre-
age withdrawn from mineral entry and leasing, 
The state and private lands hold no more potential 
tor valuable mtneral depOSits than the rest of the 
WSA. so thiS would not be a Significant impact. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND PLANNING PROCESS 
PURPOSE AND NEED 
The Federal land Policy and Management Act 
of 1976 (FlPMA) mandates Bureau of land Man-
agement (BlM) to manage the public lands and 
thei r resources under the principles of multiple 
use and sustained yield. Wilderness values are 
identified as part of the spectrum of multiple land-
use values to be considered in BlM inventory, 
planning. and management. Section 603 of 
FlPMA requires a wilderness review of BlM road-
less Breas of 5,000 or more acres and road less 
islands. The BlM inventory process identified wil-
derness study areas which have the mandatory 
wilderness characteristics (size. naturalness. sol~ 
ituc. e, and/ or primitive recreat ion opportun ities) . 
SUitable or nonsuitable wilderness recommenda-
tions for each WSA will be presented to the Pres-
ident by the Secretary of the Interior. The Presi-
dent will then make recommendations to the 
Congress. Areas can be designated wilderness 
only by an act of the Congress. If designated as 
wilderness, an area would be managed in accord~ 
ance with the Wilderness Act of 1964. 
This document discusses the environmental 
impacts of either designating or not designating 
107.955 acres in three wilderness study areas 
(WSAs) as wilderness. The WSAs include Ferris 
Mountains (WSA WY-030-407. 22.245 acres) and 
Adobe Town (WSAs WY-OJa-401 and 
WY-04a-408. 85.710 acres) . Although Adobe 
Town actually consists of two WSAs. (one in the 
Rock Springs District and one in the Rawlins Dis-
trict). they are contiguous areas: in th is EIS both 
wil l be referred to as Adobe Town WSA and ana-
lyzed as a single unit. 
The purpose of the proposed action is to man-
age 22.245 acres 01 the Ferris Mountains WSA and 
10.920 acres 01 the Adobe Town WSA us wilder-
ness. The remainder of the Adobe Town WSA 
(74.790 acres) would be managed lor uses other 
than wilderness. 
The WSAs being studied are covered by two 
management framework plans (MFPs): these are 
the Divide Resource Area MFP and the Salt Wells 
Resource Area MFP, The WSAs are listed in Table 
1. 
TABLE 1 
LIST OF WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS 
N ..... Number MFP 
Adobe Town WY-030-40 1 85.710 Divide 
WY-04Q-408 (combined) Sail Wells 
Ferris Mountains WY-030-407 22.245 DIvide 
LOCATION 
The WSAs are located in southcentral Wyo-
ming. near Rawlins. Wyoming (see map 1 )'. Adobe 
Town WSA is 80 miles southwest of Rawlins and 
Ferris Mountains WSA is 4S miles north of Raw-
lins. 
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUE 
IDENTIFICATION/SCOPING 
The scopine process for the Adobe T ownl 
Ferris Mountains Wilderness Environmental 
Impact Statement (E IS) encompasses issues Iden-
tified by the BlM staff. t ~e public. and govern-
ment agencies al all levels. Scop,ng occurred 
throughout the development 01 the Divide and 
Salt Wells MFPs: numerous meetings were held 
with individuals, mterest groups. industry repre-
sentatives. and government agencies. 
The draft Adobe Townl Ferris Mounta,ns Wilder-
ness EIS was released for pu:"" lIc review and com-
ment in June 1983. The formal comment period 
was open until the end of September 1983 A pub-
lic hearing was held July 26. 1983 at Rawl ins. Wyo-
ming. 
During the scoping process. consultation con~ 
tinues with the Wyoming State Historic Preserva-
tion Officer (SHPO) concerning the presence or 
absence of sites ,n the WSA that would be eligible 
tor nomination for listing on the "Nation I Aegis-
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INTRODUCTION AND PLANNING PROCESS 
ler of H istone Places - Consultation with the U S 
Fish and Wild lt fe Service ccncernlng threatened 
orendangered Specles has occurred Theenvlron-
mental ISSUes selected fcr analysIs In this EIS fol -
low 
Impacts on Wilderness Values 
The wIlderness values of naturalness. solitude. 
and pnmlt.V9 recreation could benefit from wilder-
ness de.slgnatloo The same values may be 
adVersely affocted by uses and action. that would 
occur .hould the WSAs not be deSignated wi lder-
ness The degree :0 which these values would or 
=~;ot be preserved IS an Issue for analysis In 
Impacts on the Development of 
Energy and MineraI Resources 
Wilderness des'9natlon co~ld affoct the ablilly 
to explore for and develop minerai resources by 
. tthdrlwrn9 designated lands from mmeral entry 
For the Adobe Town WSA. the Issue relate. to th~ 
producteon 0' natura' gas For the Ferns Moun-
talns. the rssue relates to exploration and develo~ 
ment 01 locatable minerals The effoct 01 Wilder-
ness designation on the development 01 Ihese 
~~., resources IS In l$Sue for analysIs In the 
Impacts on Recreation and 
Off-Road Vehicle Use 
Wlidemeu des19nation would eliminate the use 
of rec:r tlONl off- road vehicles (ORVs) In the 
WSAs Ehm",atlng IhlS use COUld affec:t the avall-
alltl of QP9O<tUnrt_ lor ORV rocr tion and 
shI" ORV u ... currently occurring In the WSA. 
to ad,acant nels Elimination 01 ORV. might also 
""0 pt"nerve opportunltHtl for nonmotorized 
forms of rec:rutlOtl The Impect 01 wl!derness des-
JOn on reer tj()l1 and ORV use in the vicinity 
01 the WSAs IS an Issue lor nalyslS 01 thIS EIS 
Impacts on Livestock 
IbMgement In Adobe Town WSA 
Wi deslgna lOtI would eliminate the usa 
of _10 monitor _Ie sheep wlule they 
- on r range within the Adobe Town 
3 
WSA Theeft'!<:t of wilderness deSignation on vehi-
cle use for livestock management In thiS WSA IS 
an Issue for analYSIS. 
Impacts on Cultural Resources in 
Adobe Town WSA 
Prior to 011 and gas deveiopment. BlM requires 
that cultural resou rce properties be identified and 
Impacts to Important propert ies be mitigated be-
fore authOrization IS given. If oil and gas develop-
ment occu rred In the Adobe Town WSA. a signif-
Icant amount of In formation on the WSA's cultural 
resources would be obtained. Thus. knowledge 
about the WSA 's cul tural resources could be 
enhanced by at! and gas development. On the 
other hand. wilderness designation could prevent 
actiVit ies that contribute to undocumented loss 
and destruction of cultural resource sites. Tho 
sites would be preserved for futu re scient if ic 
study and recordat ion. Therefore. the Impacts of 
Wilderness deSignation or nondesignatlon on cul-
tural resources In the Adobe Town WSA IS an 
ISSUtt for analYSIS in th is EIS 
Impects on Timber Management 
In the Ferris Mountains WSA 
There IS approximately 8 million board feet 
(MMBF) 01 commercial l imber available lor har-
vest In the Fe, , Mountains WSA. Wilderness des-
Ignation could preclude such timber manage-
ment pract ices in the WSA. Thus. Impact. 01 
Wilderness deSignation on timber management In 
the Ferrts Mountains WSA IS an Issue for analYSIS 
In the EIS 
Impacts on Paleontological 
Resources In Adobe Town WSA 
Adobe Town WSA conta",. a muilitude 01 
paleontological resour~es, some extremely rare 
"0" nd gas development occurred In the Adobe 
Town WSA. a significant amount 01 ",'ormatlon 
could be obtained about the WSA's p.leontolog-
ial resc,urces However. w ilderness deSignatIon 
could prevent activities that contribute to undoc-
umented loss and destruction of paleontological 
resources. Therelore. the impacts 01 wllderne.s 
designation or nondesign.tion on paleontologl-
cil resources In the Adobe town WSA Is an issue 
lor Inalysi. In thIS EIS 
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Impacts on Antelope and Mule 
Deer In Adobe Town WSA 
There are approximately 750 antelope and 225 
mule deer utilizing Ihe Adobe Town WSA during 
the winter. Natu ral gas development activi ties 
could b~ disruptive to these populations . possibly 
reducing herd numbers. There fore. the impact of 
natural gas development on antelope and mule 
deer populations is an issue fo r analysis in the 
EIS. 
Impacts on Elk and Bighorn 
Sheep in the Ferris Mountains WSA 
Elk and bighorn sheep habi tat in the Ferris 
Mountains WSA Includes some commercial forest 
land. Concern was expressed that if timber har-
vest occurred, habitat cou ld be adversely 
affected. Thus. the Impact 01 timber harvest on elk 
and bighorn sheep is an issue fo r analysis in the 
EIS. 
Impacts on Raptors 
Raptor nest reproduction rates are dependent. 
in part. on the level of human activity In the vicinity 0' the nests. Development activities such as nat-
ural gas development. timber harvesting, and 
associated roads can decrease nest success 
rates. Wilderness could prOhibit those activities. 
thus maintaining nesllng habitat. Therefore. the 
Impacts of wlldernessdeslgnahon or nondesigna-
lion on raptor nesting In both WSAs IS an ISSUE' 
lor analysIS In this EIS. 
The follOWing Issues were Identified In scoplng . 
but were not selected for detailed analysis in the 
EIS The reasons for setting the Issues aSide are 
dl.cussed below 
Impacts on Livestock Operations 
In the Ferris Mountains WSA 
Concerns were raised that livestock operators 
In the Ferris Mountain. WSA could be reqUired to 
modify their operations Within deSignated Wilder-
ness in a manner that would have significant 
adverse eeonomlc Impact on their bUSiness. ThiS 
Issue was considered but dropped because the 
BlM', Wilderness Management POlicy prOVides 
tor the continued use of wilderness areas for Itve-
stock operation. at historic levels Although the 
management pr ctices of livestock operators In 
the WSAs would be more clo.ely regu lated. Ihey 
would continue as they did prior to w ildernessdes-
ignations su bject to reasonable regulations. 
Therefo re. th is issue was dropped from further 
analYSis. However. because livestock grazing is a 
major activi ty in the Ferris Mountains WSA. live-
stock management w ill be described for each 
alternative in chapter 2 and again in chapter 3 
(Affec ted EnVironment). 
Impacts on Wilderness Values 
Caused by Official Designation 
and Overuse 
Concerns were raised by several IndiViduals 
that offi cial deslgnatton of the WSAs as wilder-
ness would " red-flag" the areas and cause recre-
ational overuse: thus. destroying the va lues for 
which the areas were deSignated. However. this 
contention IS not supported In researCh analyzing 
the so-called "designation phenomenon " In sev-
eral studies. the apparent increase in use IS the 
result of botter knowledge of an area by land man-
agmg agencies and what occurs therein ra ther 
than an actual Increase in use. Therefore. th is 
Issue was dropped from further analysis. 
Impacts on Water Quality 
Conce-ns wer9 raised regarding how water 
quality would be aflected by wilderness deSigna-
tion or nondeslgnatlon. For Adobe Town . the con-
cern centers on the potent ial gas field develop-
me!1t Here. however, surface water will be 
protected because of well casing deSign . and pro-
duced down-hole water will either be reinserted 
into a Similar geologiC formation or evapcrated In 
surface reservOirs. In the Ferns Mountains WSA. 
the p"mary Influence on water quality IS livestock 
use and thiS will not vary Significantly With either 
deslgnalton or nondeslgnaclon Also. potenCial 
effects on water quality from limber harvests Will 
be avoided by standard mitigation procedures 
such as aVOiding steep terrllln and uSing setbacks 
from live water Therefore. thiS Issue was drop~ed 
from further conslctera tlon In thiS EIS 
Impacts on Threatened or 
Endangered Species 
Although Ihe U S Fi.h and Wlldille Service lists 
the bald eagle. peregrine lalcon. nd black-looted 
ferret as possibly occurring Wit"'" the WSAs. only 
one documented bald eagle Slght"'g ha. 
occurred No bald eagle nests. roos ts. or wlnter~ 
Ing area. have been lound In ei ther WSA Pere-
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gnne lalcon habitat IS Iomited In the Adobe Town 
WSA. and while the lalcons have been sighted In 
the vicinity 01 the Ferris Mountains WSA. a survey 
in 1982 faifed to discover any peregrine areas or 
roosts- The Ferris Mountains WSA contains poten-
baJ peregrine lalcon habitat. but it would be unal-
Jected by any of the projected activi ties In this 
WSA. Adobe Town WSA does contain some 
pmrie dog towns (the black-footed ferrets main 
food source) but no ferrets have been sighted. 
There are no known prairie dog towns in the Ferris 
Mountains. SO there is li"le likelihood of black-
looted ferrets inhabiting the WSA. The U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service r.oncurs that there would be 
no effect on threatened or endang,.red species 
(see Leffer No. 2b). Therefore. th is issue was 
dropped from further analysis. 
ImPKb on Cultural Resources in 
the Ferris Mountains WSA 
ConsuHation with the State Historic Preserva-
loOn Officer dunng seoplng and review of existing 
In-"cry information ondicatet1 that the Ferris 
Mountains WSA does not contain any cultural 
resource sites eligible for listing on the Nallonal 
R ter of Historic Places The cultural resource 
.. tes that do eXISt consost of lithic sea"ers. 
rths. and firepits which would be protected 
under currant law with or without wilderness des-
nltion Because the .. gnlficance of the cultural 
resource .ites In the WSA " low. and because 
developments even unclerthe No Wilderness Alter-
trve would not cause ,'gn,ficant Impacts to the 
thIS ISSue was dropped from further analy-
ImPKb on Loatable Miner Is in 
Adobe Town WSA 
The A_ Town WSA h been wlthdr wn 
from IOcataCle m.ner I entry .ince the t9:300 .... 
• resu . there Ir. no mining cl Ims In lhe WSA 
...., none ere expected stong • the wlthdrowal 
~ on effect Therlfor • • the I -ue of impacts of 
wIIdemesa desog08tion on the development 01 
m I resources w s considered but 
d<opped I,om lurthe, lnalysl' The withd,"w I IS 
dooc:_ further ,n chapter 3 
Impacts on 011 and Gas 
Development In Ferris Mountains 
WSA 
The issue of impacts of wilderness designation 
on the development of oil and gas resources in 
the Ferris Mountains WSA was considered but 
dropped Irom lurther analysis. The oil and gas 
potential in the WSA is quite low, so no develop-
ment is expected and the issue was dropped I rom 
lurther conside,ation. The oil and gas polential 
for the Ferris Mountains WSA is discussed further 
in chapte, 3. 
DEVELOPMENT OF 
ALTERNATIVES 
A se,ies 01 alternatives ranging Irom All Wilder-
ness to No Wilderness was developed to analyze 
each WSA. The All Wilderness and No Wilderness 
alternatives are requi red by the National Environ· 
mental Pol icy Act (NEPA). For the purpose of this 
document. the No Wilderness and the No Actionl 
Continuation of Present Management are consid· 
ered identical. 
Fa, the Adobe Town WSA. the Proposed Action 
is Partial WilderneSS/Conflict Resolution In which 
1 Q,920acres are racom mended for wilderness des· 
ignation The alternative was developed in 
response to public comment and changes in oil 
and gas lease statu • . It was designed so that the 
wilderness boundary would bene, encompass 
those areas with high wilderness values such as 
Skull Creek Rim while also con. ide ring managea-
bIlity and the presence 01 p,e-FLPMA oil and g.s 
leases This alternative represents 8 modi fication 
of the d,aft EIS'. partial wilderness alternative 
(now t,tled Partial Wilderness-2 in the IInal EIS) 
Altarnat,ves include (I) No Wilderness/Intensive 
M nagementlor 011 and Gas: (b) All wllde,ness. 
and (c) P rtlal Wilderness-2 
The Proposed Action 10' Ihe Ferris Mountains 
WSA 's All Wlldernes • . Here Ite,nat,ves Include' 
(a) No Wilderness/No Action and (b) Enhanced 
Wilderness Mlnagement. 
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ALTERNATIVES 
CONSIDERED BUT 
DROPPED FROM ANALYSIS 
In the draft EIS. one alternative for Adobe Town 
was a No Wilderness/No Action Alternat ive. How-
ever. after lurthe, analysiS it was determined that 
the actions and impacts of th is alternative were 
essentially identical 10 the No Wilderness/ 
Intensive Management Alternative. Thus. these 
were combined into a No Wilderness Alternative 
in the EIS. 
A number of commenters suggested designa-
tion of more acreage than Ihat included in the 
16.280 acres identified in the Part ial Wilderness-2 
Alternative. As a result of these comments, sev-
eral partial wilderness possibilities were exam-
ined specifically for preservation of outstanding 
wilderness values, while considering pre- and 
post-FLPMA oil and gas leases and manageabil-
ity. Through this examination. it was found that 
la'ger partial wilderness alternatives would eithe' 
increase the conllicts wilh oil and gas develop-
ment on pre-FLPMA leases in area. of high wilder-
ness values. or would add a,eas allow wilderness 
values on post-FLPMA leases. In th is last situa-
tion . the added area would bewithdrawn from min-
erai entry. but the conflict between wilderness des-
ignation and gas production would remain. The 
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former would result in a wilderness with extensive 
oil and gas activity that would be unmanageable 
as wilderness. Thus. a larger partial wilderness al-
lernative was considered but dropped Irom fur-
ther consideration a. being unmanageable. It 
should be noted that this reexamination resulted 
in a modificat ion of the original partial wilderness 
alternative to what is now the Proposed Action . 
A partial wilderness alternative lor the Ferris 
Mountains WSA that would recommend lorwilde,-
ness something less than the entire acreage of the 
WSA was considered but dropped. In all cases. 
reducing the acreage would result in an arbitrary 
boundary and would eliminate important wilder-
ness attributes. Furthermore. adjusted bounda-
ries would not reduce resource confl icts or en· 
hance wilderness values. 
Anolher alternative suggested lor the Ferris 
Mountains was Ihat 01 "Non-Wilderness/Manage 
for Primitive Values." This alternative was ana-
lyzed in the draft EIS and was lound to have iden-
tical impacts on the Proposed Action (All Wilder-
ness). As noted previously. there is no inhe,ent 
increase in visitation due to wilderness designa-
tion which was the basic contention behind th is 
alternative. This alternative would create a de 
facto wilderness. Because the All Wilderness 
Alternalive lully analyzes Ihe eHects 01 designat-
ing the WSA as wi lderness. the "de lac to" allerna-
tive was eliminated Irom the l inal EIS. 
CHAPTER 2 
PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 
Since the panem of future actions cannot be 
P<edicted with certainty. assumption. must be 
...- to allow impact analysi. to be performed. 
These assumptions are the basis of the scenarios 
dewIoped in this impact .tatement. They are not 
management plan. or proposals. but are betieved 
to repr .... nt reasonable pattern. 01 activities 
whfCh could occur as a result of this action. 
ADOBE TOWN 
Proposed Action (Partial 
WlkMmeu/Conftlct Resolution) 
Unde< the Proposed Action. 10.920 acres 01 
Adobe Town WSA,. centered around Skull Creek 
Rim. would be recommended lor wilderness de.-
I!/nalion (_ map 2) The remaining 7 • . 790 acre. 
would be aval bitt lor other multi pte-use manage-
INnI Ind deIIeIopment 
Energy 8nd M nefIIIs Actions 
Unde< the Ptoposed Action. energy and miner-
actMl_ would occur on the 7 • . 790 acres out-
- of the pertitol . ,"'-<ness boundary. Oil and 
g. ~It would occur on a 320-acres 
~ In auence two .... 11. every square mile 
tn _tees where •• ".'" nd drainages allow 
~I Id be llowed in accordance 
lion No 1 01 the Standard Surf ca Pro-
lOtI ReQul_ts (1M Appendix) No walls 
be on pOel-FlPMA sea In aroos 
ceeding ~ slOpe or w,th,n 500 leel 01 lurfaca 
Of rlperlan a axcept when n Ipproved 
... of --'oons shows t t development could 
occur ItIou1 Sl!/nillcant Impacts to other 
t IS ssumed th t no develop-
occur on pre-FLPMA In ..... 
•"'9_~KalsIOpe;;tY or , drolnages limply I,om lhe of doon9 10 Thuo. thero would be 
cIrtIIed on 1M nonwil<le, portoon. 
ml ol,oed and 510 miles 01 pipe-
Idbe8500acrosolsurfacedi.tu,1>-
ness unde, the P,oposed Action . While most 01 
the p,e-FLPMA leases are imp,actical to develop. 
two wells would be located within the partial wil-
derness boundary in the northwestern part 01 the 
partial wilderness. This would require 2 miles of 
new road and 2 miles of pipeline. resulting in 84 
acres of surface disturbance. 
The entire area has been withdrawn from locat-
able mineral entry since the 19305. Thus. there are 
no mining claims in the area and no development 
would occur. 
LlYestock and Range Action. 
The WSA (85.710 ac,es) would continue to p,o-
vide 5.068 AUMs lor livestock use. This include. 
• . 068 AUMs allocated a. wlnte, ,angelo, domes-
tic sheep. No new range improvements are sched-
uled lor the WSA. Projection. beyond exi.ting 
planning estimate. (beyond the 15 to20yea, plan-
ning cycle) indicate that it i. ,ea.onable to expect 
that 5.068 AUM. would be maintained in the lu-
ture. 
The use of motorized vehicles would continue 
la, the pu'poses 01 monlto,ing and moving live-
.tock. e.pecially during the winte, months. in the 
nonwllde,ne.. portion 01 the WSA. Motorized 
vehicles would not be allowed in the portion 'ec-
ommended 10' wilde me ••. but vehicle. a,e not 
typically u.ed the,ein 10' management 01 live-
stock. 
Recreation Management Actions 
Unde, the P,oposed Action. ORV use on 7 • . 790 
ac,e. 01 tha WSA would be limited to de.lgnaled 
,oad. and t,all. Including the .90 mile. 01 all and 
g • ,elaled ,oad • . while in the partial wllde,ness 
'ea (10.920 ac,e.) ORV. would be eliminated. 
Whlla naw ,oad. a.sociated with natu,al ga. devel-
opment would increase the accessibility 01 maS! 
01 the WSA. it i. not expacted to inc,ea.e u.e .ul>-
S! ntially due to the 'ea'. Isolation Rec,eafional 
ORV use i. p,ojected to ,.maln below 175 vi. Ito, 
d y. annually 10' the next 5 to 10 yea,.; projec-
tion. beyond thl. tlmal,amalndicate that it I. 'ea-
sonabl. to axpect ,ec, •• tional ORV use to 
Inc, .... lightly. but 'emain below 300 vlsito, 
days nnually 
PROPOSED ACTtON AND AL TERNATtVES 
The entire WSA would be open 10' at he' ,ec,e-
ation activities including hunting. horseback rid-
ing (gene,ally associated with hunting activities). 
camping (gene,ally associated with hunting activ-
ities). photography. and sightseeing. No ,ec'e-
ation facilities or developed trails exist in the WSA 
and none are planned. Recreational use for these 
activities would remain below 900 visitor days for 
the next 10 yea,s. Projections beyond existing 
planning eslimates (beyond the 15 to 20 year plan-
ning cycle) indicate thai it is reasonable to expect 
that recreational use for these activities would in-
c'ease slightly. but remain below 1.000 visito, 
days annually 10' the lo,eseeable lutu,e. 
Cultural Re.ouree Management Action. 
Cultural resource investigations (inventory and 
evaluation of Sites) would occur in conjunction 
with natural gas development activities. Overall , 
cultural resource investigations would occur on 
8,500 acres corresponding to the amount of sur-
lace disturbance caused by natural aas develop-
n,ent activities. Outside of these areas. manage-
ment of cultural resources would be custodial 
only: no specific management actions are 
planned . 
Wildlife Management Actions 
Wildlife Stipulalions 2a. and 2b. (see Appendix) 
would be applied to protect big game winter hab-
itat and raptor nesting habitat. No other wildlife 
management actions are planned for the Adobe 
Town WSA. 
Paleontological Resouree Management 
Actions 
Paleonlologlcal investigalion> (inventory and 
evaluation of sites) would occur in conjunction 
with nalural gas developmenlactivltles. lnve.tiga-
tions would occur on 8,500 acres corresponding 
to the amount 01 .urface di.tu,bance caused by 
natu,al gas development activities. Outside 01 
the.e a,eas. management 01 paleontological 
'e.ource. would be custodial only; no .pecilic 
management actions are planned 
No Wilderness/Intensive 
Management Alternative 
All 85.710 ac,e. 01 thl. WSA would be ,ecom-
mended la, nonwllderness uses. The land would 
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be open for multiple-use management and devel-
opment. 
Energy and Minerals Actions 
Under th is alternative. Ihe WSA would be avail-
able lor oil and gas development. No aclivity 
would occur in areas exceeding 25% slopes or 
wi thin 500 fe9t of suriace water or riparian areas. 
except where an approved plan of development 
shows that development could occu r without sig-
nificant impacts to other resource values (see 
Appendix. Standard Surface Protection Requi,e-
ments. Stipulalion No. 1), There would be an esti-
maled 216wellswith a spacing 01 320ac,es ,equir-
ing 520 miles 01 ,oad and 540 miles 01 pipeline. 
The 'esult would be a tOlal 01 9.075 acres 01 su r-
face disturbance due to oil and gas development. 
The entire area has been withdrawn from locat-
able mineral entry since the 193Os. There are no 
mining claims in the area. No development would 
occur. 
Livestock and Range Actions 
Other than the use of motorized vehicles. 
actions under this alternative would be the same 
as the Proposed Action. The WSA would continue 
to provide 5,068 AUMs la, livestock use. Moto,-
ized vehicles would continue to be used for live-
stock management In the entire WSA. 
Recreation Management Actions 
Unde, Ihe No Wilderness Alternative. all 85.710 
ac,es 01 the WSA would hava ORVs Iomlled to 520 
miles of designated roads and trails. Recreational 
ORV use is prOjecled 10 remaIn below 200 visoto' 
days annually la, the next 5 to 10 yeo' • . Beyond 
th is timeframe. it Is reasonable to expect recre-
ational ORV use to Increase slighlly but 'emaln 
below 300 visilo, days annually la, the lo,e.ee-
able luture 
The enlire WSA would be open lor othe' 'ec'e-
atlon actlvltie. including hunting. ho,seback rid-
ing (gene,ally associated with hunting activltle.). 
camping (generally associated with hunting ctiv-
itie.). photoq,aphy. and sightseeing. No ,ec,e-
8110n lacllitle. 0' developed Irail. exist in the WSA 
and none are planned, Recreational use fOf these 
activilles would remain below 900 Visitor days for 
Ihe next 10 years, P,ojeclion. beyond eXlSling 
planning e.timate. (beyond Ihe 15 to 20 yea, plon-
ning cycle) Indica Ie that It " ,easonable to expect 
that recreational us') tor these activities would In~ 
c,ease 'lightly. bul 'emain below 1.000 vlSItO' 
days annually la, the lo,eseeable lutu'e 
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PROPOSED ACTION 
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION) 
PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 
CuItu,. Resource M.n.gement Actions 
Management actions for cultural resources 
would be similar to those described in the Pro-
posed Action. except that investigations would be 
done on 9.075 acres corresponding to the amount 
0' surface disturbance caused by natural gas 
deYeiopment Management 'or the remainder 0' 
the WSA would be custodial only. 
WlIdIIfe Management Acttons 
Wildli'e Stipulations 2a. and 2b. would be 
applied to protect big game winter habitat and rap-
or nesting habitat (see Appendix). No other wild-
life management actions are planned 'or the 
Adobe Town WSA. 
PMonIologIcal Resource M8MgefMnt 
ActIons 
Management Ictlons 'or paleontological 
resources would be similar to those described in 
the Proposed Action. except that Inyestigations 
would be done on 9.075 acres corresponding to 
the amount 0' surface di.turbance caused by nat-
ural gas development. Management 'or the 
remainder 0' the WSA would be custodial only. 
Partial Wlldeme .. - 2 
Under thIS I ernati... t6.280 acres 0' the 
Adobe Town WSA would beracornmended 'orwil-
~. while the remaining 69.430 acre. would 
be open 'or multi~u" management Ind deyel-
opment(_map3) Thi.istheoriginaIPartlaI Wil-
~ AI_ti .. from the draft EIS: tha reader 
c.utioned to not confuse this alternatly. with 
the Pr090Md Action 
-.. 89.430 acr. OUbicle 0' the partial wilder-
-- ~ry would be 09&n for oil and g • 
~t. I 1.280 acres 01 pre-FlPMA 
.. th.n the part;'1 wilderness boundary 
~t Id follow Stipulalion No. I of 
d Surfaca Protection Requir.ment. 
( ~) In these ar .... development 
be m.1e<! to those r ... nol exceed'ng 
~ J/ope or ,n 500 , of • ..:rface w lar and 
.,... except _a an pproved plln 0' 
~" tIIows thel ~t could 
0CC\Ift thou1 trgnofleanl impacts to other 
~ Under thIS II rnltlve. thare 
Ito he nonwiklern_ portoon 
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with 440 miles of road and 460 miles of pipe li11e. 
resulting in 7,700 acres of surface disturbance. 
On the pre-FlPMA leases in the partial wilderness 
boundary. Ihere would be four wells. 10 miles 0' 
road and 10 miles of pipel ine. resulting in 170 
acres of surface disturbance. Total surface dis-
turbance for this alternative is 7,870 acres. The 
entire area has been withdrawn from locatable 
mineral entry since the 1930s. There are no min-
ing cla ims in the area. No development would oc-
cur. 
Livestock .nd R.nge Actions 
Actions under this alternative would be similar 
to the Proposed Action. The WSA would conl inue 
to provide 5.068 AUMs lor liyestock use. Motor-
ized yehicles would be used for livestock manage-
ment in the nonwilderness portion (69.430 acres). 
but could not be used in the portion recom-
mended lor wilderness (1 6.260 acres). 
Recre.tton M.n.gement Actions 
Under Ihis alternatiYe. ORV use on 69 . .:lD acres 
would be limited to the 440 miles 0' deSignated 
roads and trails and eliminaled on 16.260 acres. 
except as allowed to access pre-FlPMA leases. 
Recreational ORV use is projected to remain 
below t 50 visitor day. annually for the nexl 5 to 
10 years. The 10 miles of road constructed to 
access the pre-FlPMA leases In the wilderness 
portion would be restricled 10 well operalors and 
BlM inspectors only. OYer the long term. recre-
ational ORV use in Ihe non wilderness portion is 
expected to increase .lIghtly but remain below 
250 yi.itor days annually for the foreseeable 
fulure. 
The entire WSA would be opan for 01 her recre-
ation actiyi tles including hunting. horseback rid-
ing (generally associaled with hunting actlyit ies). 
camping (generally associated with hunting actiy-
itle.). photography. and . ighl ..... lng. No recre-
ation facilitle. or developed Irall. exisl in the WSA 
nd none are planned. Recrealional u.e for these 
ctlyities would remain below 900 Ylsltor day. for 
the nexl 10 year • . Projeclions beyond axisting 
planning •• timale. (beyond the ISla 20 year plan-
ning cycle) indicale that it is rea.onable to expecl 
that recreational use for these act ivities would in-
cr. ,. .,ightly. bul r.main below 1.000 ylsitor 
days annually for the for ...... able fulure. 
CuHur" Resource M.nllgement Actions 
Management actions for cultural resources 
would be . Imilar to those described in the Pro-
PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 
posed Action. except that invesligations would be 
done on 7.770 acres associaled with surface dis-
lurbance caused by nalural gas development. 
Management of cultural resources for the remain-
der of the area would be custodial only. 
Wildlife M.nllgement Actions 
Wildlife Stipulations 2a. and 2b. would be 
applied to protecl big game winter habital and rap-
tor nesting habilat (see Appendix). No olher wild-
life managemenl aClions are planned for the 
Adobe Town WSA. 
P.leontologlc.l Resource M.nllgement 
Actions 
Managemenl actions for paleontological 
resources would be similar to those described in 
the Proposed Action. excepl that invesligations 
would be done on 7.700 acres associated with sur-
face diSlurbance caused by nalural gas deyelop-
ment. Management of paleonlological resources 
for Ihe remainder 0' the WSA would be custodial 
only. 
All Wilderness Alternative 
Under this alternative. the entire 85.710 acres 
of Adobe Town would be recommended for wil -
derness designation. 
EneIVY .nd Mlner.ls Actions 
Under an All Wilderness AlternatiYe. all and gas 
deyelopment would occur only on pre-FlPMA 
leases. Because of the impracticality of doing 
olherwise. deyelopment would occur only in 
areas which do nol exceed 25'" .Iope or are within 
500 feel 0' major drainages (see Appandix. Stan-
dard Surface Protection Requirements). There 
are 39.300 acres 0' pre-FLPMA leases (1987 lig-
ures) within Ihe Adobe Town WSA and assuming 
a 320-acre .paclng. Ihere would be about 89 wells 
drilled with 215 miles of new road and 225 miles 
0' plpallne. Total surface dlslurbance would be 
3.750 ocres. The entire area ha. been withdrawn 
from locatable mineral entry .Ince the 1930s. 
There are no mining claims In the orea. No deyel-
opmenl would occur. 
Llv" tock . nd R.nge Actions 
The WSA would continue to proylde 5.068 
AUMs of forage for liyestock. The u.e of motor-
t2 
ized vehicles to manage livestock would be elim-
inated. 
Recre.tlon M.nllgement Actions 
Under an All Wilderness AlternaliYe. ORVs 
would be el iminaled from the entire 65.71 0 acres 
of the WSA. Only authorized yehicles (well oper-
ators and BlM inspeclors) would still be allowed 
on 39.300 acres corresponding to the pre-Fl PMA 
leases. 
The entire WSA would be open 'or non moto-
rized recreat ion activit ies inc luding hunting . 
horseback riding (genera lly associated wil h hunt-
ing activities). camping (genera lly associated 
with Hunting activities). photography. and sighl-
seeing. No recreation fac ilit ies or developed tra ils 
exist in the WSA and none are planned. Recre-
ational use for these activit ies would remain 
below 900 visitor days for the next to years. Pro-
jecti"ns beyond existing planning estimates 
(beyond the IS la 20 year planning cycle) indicale 
that it is reasonable to expect that recreat ional 
use for these activities would increase sl ightly. 
but remain below 1.000 visitor days annually for 
the foreseeable fulure. 
Cultur.1 Resource M.nllgement Action. 
Management actions for cultural resources 
would be similar to those described in the Pro-
posed Action . excepl that investigations would be 
done on 3.750 acres associated with surface dis-
turbance caused by natural gas deyelopment 
activities. Management of cultural resources tor 
the remainder of the WSA would be custodial 
only. 
Wildlife M.n.gement Actions 
Wildlife Stipulations 2a. and 2b would be 
applied to protect big game winter hab,tat and rap-
tor nesling habital (see Appendix). No other wild-
li fe management actions are planned for the 
Adobe Town WSA. 
P.leontologlc.l Resource M.n. gement 
Actions 
Management aclions for paleontological 
resources would be similar to those described in 
Ihe Proposed Action. excepl that clear nces 
would be done on 3.750 acres associated with sur-
face disturbance caused by natural gas deYelop-
Contour tntlN'" 20 meters 
I~ 
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PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 
ment. Management of paleontological resources 
in the remainder of the WSA would be custodial 
only. 
FERRIS MOUNTAINS 
Proposed Action (All Wilderness) 
Under the Proposed Act ion. all the Ferris Moun-
tains WSA (22.245 acres) would be recommended 
fOf wildemess (see map 4). 
Energy .nd Mine"" Actions 
Under the Proposed Action. the entire WSA 
would be withdrawn from oil and gas leasing. 
There are no pre-FLPMA leases in the WSA and 
there is low potential for oil and gas in the WSA. 
There are four existing lode mining claims 
located on the extreme east side of the WSA. The 
BlM's Wilderness Management Policy states that 
prio< to COfnm&nCing operations. a formal validity 
examination must occur to determine whether or 
no! the ciaims in question indeed hold sufficient 
quantity and quality of material so that a pnudent 
man could expect to get a reasonable return on 
his investment For purposes of analysis. it is 
assumed that such an examination would show 
InsuffICient quantity and quality of material to sal-
ly the prudent man concept. Thus. lhe claims 
would be deemed null and void and no mining 
de¥afopment would be allowed. The entire 22.245 
acr. would be WIthdrawn from all form. of appro-
priatIOn under lhe mIning laws upon designation 
by Congress 
Recrotlon M.,agernent Actions 
The enl". 22.245 OGres of lhe WSA would be 
eloeed to ORV use The WSA would be open for 
OCher reer .. toon activities Including hunting. 
horwtIec riding (generally associated with hunt-
"'9 ktrvlt ... ). camping (generally associated 
humlng ktivit ). photography. and back-
peckIng No facilities are planned Recreational 
for IICIMlies would remain below t .500 
- days IOf the next to years It is reasonable 
10 expect rtICT IOn use to itlCr_ slighlly in the 
fIrtut. but use IS lmated to remain below t .750 
days annually 
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Forest M.n.gement Actions 
Under the Proposed Action. harvest of 8 MMBF 
of commercial timber would not occur. Two 
hundred acres of precommercial thinning would 
not occur. 
Livestock M.nagement Actions 
The Ferris Mountains WSA would continue to 
provide2.263 AUMs in portions of six grazing allot-
ments. Range improvements consisting of fences 
on the lower slopes would continue to ba main-
tained. No new range improvements are planned. 
Wildlife M.nltgement Actions 
Prescribed burns on approximately 600 acres 
would occur on the west side of Cherry Creek 10 
improve bighorn sheep habitat. 
No Wilderness Alternative 
Under the No Wilderness Alternative. all 22.245 
acres of the Ferris Mountains WSA would ba rec-
ommended for non wilderness uses. The lands 
would be open for multiple-use management and 
development. 
Energy .nd Mlner.ls Actions 
Under Ihis alternative. Ihe entire WSA would be 
open to oil and gas exploration and development. 
However. Ihere is low potential for oil and gas in 
the WSA; therefore. no oil and gas exploration or 
developments are expected 10 occur. 
It I. assumed that assessment work would con-
tinue on Ihe four existing lode claims along Ihe 
WSA's eastern boundary. resulting in 80 acres of 
surface dislurbance. No new roads would be con-
structed. No development (mines) is expacled 
because of Ihe lack of any mineral in economic 
quantities. 
Reere.tlon M.nltgement Actions 
The entire WSA (22.245 acres) would ba closed 
10 OAVs. The new roads associated with timber 
harvest would not be available for publ ic use. 
NOTE ' Elevations shown In meters 
above Sla I,vel 
Contour interval 20 meters 
Wilderness Study Arta Boundarv 
Map 4 
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PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 
The WSA would be open for other act ivities 
including hunting. horseback riding (generally 
associated with hunting activit ies). camping 
(generally associated with hunting activit ies). pho-
tography and backpackIng. Recreational use for 
these activities would remain below 1.500 visitor 
days lor the next 10 years. It is reasonable to 
expect recneation use to increase slightly in the 
future. bu1 use is estimated to remain below t . 750 
visitor days annually 
Forest M.nagement Actions 
Under the No Wilderness Alternative. approx i-
mately 8 MMBF 01 commercial timber on 1.000 
acres on the north side 01 the WSA would be har-
vated. Harvest would occur over the next 50 to 
100 years. using clearcuts up to 25 acres in size. 
Within the 1.000 acres of commercial timber, 
about 200 acres would be precommercially 
thInned with in the next 5 to 10 years. There would 
be 7th miles 01 new road constructed to lacili tate 
timber harvest. There would be a 10tal 01 1.050 
ICI1IS of surface disturbance. No timber harvests 
would occur during winter months when big 
game species were utilizing their winter ranges. 
u...toc:k Management ActIons 
The FerrIS MountaIns WSA would continue to 
prOV1de2.263 AUMs In portIons 01 six grazing allot-
ments Range Improvements consIsting ollences 
on the lower slopes would contonue to be maln-
tIIlned No new range Improvements are planned 
Under the No Wilderness AlternatIve. Stipula-
tIOn 2b would be P9loed to all tImber harvests on 
orde< to protect nestong hab,tat 01 raptors Pre-
ICllbed burns on apprOXImately 600 acres would 
occur on the west . ode 01 Cherry C"",k to Improve 
boghorn sheep habItat 
Enh need Wilde me .. Alternative 
rnatove. the entlra 22.245 acres 01 
Id be recommended lor WIlderness 
Add Iy 11100 ac'" of state nd private In-
hO/d'''9S would be p,oposed 10' acquiSItion 
Itwough 1ancI." change 0' pu,chase and would be 
onc«'POnI eel Into the , .. unde, study (see map 
S) The 101 I acreege ,ecommended 10' wllder-
would be 24.045 ac'" 
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Energy and Minerals Actions 
Under the Enhanced Wilderness Alternative. 
energy and minerals actions would be the same 
as in the Proposed Actoon (All Wilderness) . 
Because there are no pre-FLPMA leases In the 
WSA and oil and gas potential IS low. no oil and 
gas development is anticipated In the WSA. For 
the purpose 01 analysis. it IS assumed that Ihe lour 
existing lode cla ims wculd by virtue 01 a valid ity 
examination be declared null and void: hence, no 
mining development would be allowed. The enl ire 
24.045 acres under this alternative would be with-
drawn from all forms of appropriat ion under the 
mining law upon designation by Congress. 
Recreation Management Actions 
All 01 the 22.245 acres comprising the Ferris 
Mounlains WSA would be closed to ORV use. 
Additionally. the 1.800 acres acquired Irom Ihe 
state and private parties would be closed to ORV 
use after these lands were acquired by BlM. The 
entire 24.045 acres would be open lor other rec-
reation activit ies including hunting , horseback rid-
ing (generally associated with hunting act ivities). 
camping (generally associated with hunting act iv-
it ies). photography. and backpack ing. No lacili -
ties are planned. Recreational use for these activ-
ities would remain below 1,500 vis itor days for the 
next 10 years. It is reasonable to expect recreat ion 
use to increase slighlly in the future. but use is 
estimated to remain below 1,750 visitor days annu-
ally 
Forest Management Actions 
Under the Enhanced Wilderness Alternative. 
harvest 01 8 MMBF 01 commercial timber would 
not occur Two hundred acres of precommercial 
thinning would not occur 
Live.lock Management Actions 
The Ferris Mountains WSA would continue to 
provide 2.263 AUMs in portions olsix grazing allot-
ments Range Improvements consisting of fences 
on the lower slopes would continue to be ma in-
tained No new rllnge Improvements are planned 
Wildlife Management ActIon. 
Prescribed burns on approximately 600 acres 
would occur on the west sode 01 Cherry Creek to 
Improve bighorn sheep habitat 
1"".:=:t===tiol2='=' .:.i===:E.:~a m liM 
NOTE . Elevations shown In meters 
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under Alternatl'le J 
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CHAPTER 3 
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
ADOBE TOWN 
TlMt Adobe Town WSA is located 80 miles south-
west of Rawlins. about 25 miles south of Interstate 
80. in S_twaterCounty. The neme Adobe Town 
been pplied to a .a to 5(Hquare mile area 
..ar the ceo er of the Washakie Basin. where ero-
sion has Ct'Nled unusual badland configurations. 
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Adobe Town is in a remote area. bounded on 
the west by a broad. retativety undissected. west-
sloping plain that is covered with stabilized sand 
dunes and alluvium. The flat terrain of th is plain 
breaks abruptly at Adobe Town Rim into a maze 
of badlands that form small basins. ledges. and 
alcoves at lower elevations east of the rim. From 
a few hundred feet to several miles east of Adobe 
Town Rim. at still lower elevations. small isolated 
haystack or house-shaped buttes are located 
(photographs 1 and 2). These give Adobe Town 
its name and form the area known as Monument 
Valley. 
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
---....2. ___ ____ -cuMln lhot-
_lid. 
This landform pattern repeats itself with rela-
tively flat. sand-dune cover ed plains east of Mon-
ument Valley and gradually becomes Skull Creek 
Rim. Skull Creek Rim i. similar to Adobe Town 
Rim. although it is much more .ext.en~ive in both 
length and width. Skull Creek Rim IS dissected by 
Sand Creek and its tributaries. creating colorful 
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canyons and numerous small drainages (photo-
graphs 3 and 4). 
The Adobe Town WSA is part of the Washakie 
Basin proposed National Natural Landma.'k. ThiS 
designation is bestowed upon areas With out-
standing geological and ecological features. 
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
-...... .. _ '""-..-. "' ... C.- Rim. 
Wilderness Values 
Adobe Town is made up of two contiguous 
WSAs. WY4IO-<408 in the Rock Springs District 
and WY~1 In the Rawlins District. Together 
they conbl in 85.710 acres and constitute the larg-
est BLM WSA In Wyoming. Size, which Is one of 
the Adobe Town WSA's Important attributes, 
enhllnces the wilderness character of the area. 
Naturalness 
The Adobe Town WSA exhibits a high degree 
of naturalness. The few man· made intrusions in 
the WSA are minor and consist of active and aban-
doned 011 and gas drilling locations (photograph 
5) . roads. trails, and saismographic lines asso-
ciated with 011 and gas explorations. Thereare live-
stock watering resarvolrs, abandoned wild horse 
traps, and abandoned enclosures for livestock 
feed storage. These intrusions are not particularly 
noticeable and heve a minimal impact on the total 
~1. ....... _ .... _ .. _"'_...., __ .... 
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
area. Many of these intrusions are difficult to find, 
as evidenced by reports submitted to BLM by the 
mineral industry during the intensive wilderness 
inventory (Holmes t979) . 
Most of the reservoirs are small (less than V. 
acre) and were constructed to provide water for 
livestock. They provide an additional benefit of 
making water available for wild horses and wild-
life. Many of the reservoirs no longer hotd water, 
becausa of silting or washing out. others are in 
good condition . All of the reservoirs' earthen 
dams are overgrown with native vegetation and 
blend into the surroundings. most look like the 
adjacent landforms. 
In conclusion, the area generally appears to 
have been affected primarily by the lorces of 
nature; the imprint of man is minimal. 
Outstanding Opportunltle. for Solitude 
and Primitive, Unconfined Recreation 
The Adobe Town WSA possesses outstanding 
opportunities for solitude and primitive. uncon-
fined types of recreation. Activities identified as 
outstanding were hiking, sightseeing. and photo-
graphywhichcomptementeachother.Shortback-
packing excursions could be taken. but all water 
would have to be carried by the user because pota-
ble water sources would not be available. These 
opportunities exist throughout the WSA. 
Hiking or backpacking in the area would be an 
interest ing and educational experience, part icu· 
larly for typical backpackers who have done most 
of their backpack ing and hiking In the mountains. 
A hiker would have the opportunity to view the 
wildlife and vegetation of a high-desert ecosys-
tem in a natural condition. A person could hike 
in and around the major badland features- Adobe 
Town Rim, Skull Creek Rim, Monument Valley. 
and the major tributaries of Sand Creek- and view 
and photograph a variety of interesting features 
ranging from the geological features of the area 
to wildlife and wild horses. 
Primitive, overnight camping areas are plentiful 
and shade, shelter, and scenic views are available 
for the camper. Shelter can be found in the lee-
ward sides of stabilized sand dunes, in draws or 
washes, or in the midst of the rocky, eroded rims. 
These types of sheilers protect the user from fre-
quent winds that are characteristic of the area. 
The erosional landforms are the area's most out-
standing feature. They are the local pOint of the 
area. Although similar landforms are found else· 
where in southern Wyoming, these are perhaps 
the most spectacular (photograph 6) . 
Photogniph.. .pMtdac ..... IenctfonM ..... retufMd from wtnd Itnd .... .., ~h)n 
m Adobe Town. Shown ao.. M "Puff the Malle 0'890"." 
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The WSA's size and topography contribute to 
the deg .... of solitude that the area provides. The 
WSA totals nearly 13-t square miles, which is suf-
ficient to accommodate a large number of vis itors 
with little interaction. In Adobe Town, the visitor 
can Clisappear quickly in the rim areas by going 
around a corner, up a draw, or into the next can· 
yon. The rugged topography provides seclusion 
throughout most of the WSA; the scenic rims pre>-
vide • maze of small canyons and draws so that 
visitors can easily avoid the Sights and sounds of 
others. Elsewhere the terrain is hummocky 
bec8use the surface IS covered by stabilized sand 
dunes. 
Ouality is a function of the combination of 
interrelated values that an area exhibits and the 
resulting uniqueness of that combination. In this 
regard, Adobe Town exhibits high-quality soli-
tude and opportunities for primitive recreation. 
The Adobe Town area contains a herd of wild 
horses. averaging <100 animals, with a range of 300 
to 500 head. The herd is currently at management 
lewl. 
The area is also _ II known for ~s fossils. Fos-
sil remains of mammals are numerous and widely 
d' lributed throughout the area. (See the Paleon-
tologicall section for more information.) 
Recreation 
The Adobe Town WSA has been used for many 
years for recreational purposes by area residents. 
TYJIIaII actiVIties include hunting. sightseeing, 
camping. and rock collecting. Recreational ORV 
use IS _tlmated to be approximately 200 visitor 
days per year This usa is generally associated 
wrth a< in support of the other activities. Hunting. 
SfQh_ng. camping. and rock hounding 
account fa< an additional 900 visitor days of use 
per year 
e.g gil"" hunting is lhe predominant recre-
atlONl activity in the WSA Adobe Town provides 
tome of the hig t quality antel098 hunting in 
-.them Wyoming Trophy mule deer hunting is 
abo _1M In the WSA 
Cultural Rnourc .. 
Field ",-.ta<ies IndICate that lhe prehistoric 
wIIunIt ,.,.,.,rce .i e denSity Ia< the study area 
~I ely 30 lites per section, a high den-
Illy of fit <>ric human occupation Cultural 
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resource properties in th is area are generally char-
acterized by lithic scaHers, S Jfle CIfCld teatures. 
hearths, firepits , lithic material quarries, and rock 
shelter habitation sites. The prehistoric people 
who occupied Ihe study araa were hunters and 
gatherers whose movements were, to a large 
degree. determined by seasonal changes in 
resource availability. These people generally trav-
eled in small bands. spending only a limited 
amount of time :n anyone location. A particular 
cultural resource site might represent a one- time 
use of a location or repeated use of the location 
for thousands of years. Diagnostic prOjectile 
points indicate nearly continuous use of the area 
for the last 12,000 years. At this time. no cultural 
resource sites recorded within the study area are 
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. 
Although the density of cultural resource sites 
is estimated to be 30 sites per square mile. the 
information may not be statistically reliable be-
cause the sample size is very small and is not of 
scientific design. The field inventories that were 
conducted were for project-related activities and 
were not based on an overall scientific sampling 
scheme. 
Paleontological Resources 
The Washakie Basin. of which the Adobe Town 
WSA is a part. is one of the most noted paleon-
tology areas in North America. Surface fossils of 
extinct mammals and reptiles are numerous and 
scattered throughout the WSA. Two notable mam-
malian fossils found in the area are the Uintathere 
and the Titanothere. The Uintathere was a large 
mammal about the size and configuration of an 
Alrican rhinoceros. The species of Titanothere 
found in the WSA was a tapir-like mammal. about 
40 inches in height. Later species, whose fossil 
remains have been found elsewhere in Wyoming, 
grew to be 8 feet tall. 12 feet long, and could weigh 
up to 4 tons (Hager 1982). 
Scientific Interest in the paleontology 01 the 
Adobe Town WSA is high. Turnbull (1978) notes 
that peleontological resources in the Washakie 
Basin (Adobe Town lies about In the basin's cen-
ter) have been almost continuously studied since 
the time of the Hayden Survey of 1867 to 1878. 
Many specimens taken from the Washakie Basin 
are now In museums such as the Chicago Field 
Museum of Natural History. Locally. both the Uni-
versity of Wyoming and Western Wyoming Col-
lege collect specimens from the WSA. 
Most fossils are recovered as scattered surface 
finds In are s of exposed rock. Paleontologists 
often rely on chance for discoveries. Exposures 
that produce significant fossils. particularly verte-
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brates. are rare and consequently are of consid-
erable scientific value and public interest wher-
ever they are found. 
Livestock Grazing 
There are four grazing allotments in the Adobe 
Town WSA (see map 6). Three of these allotments 
are in the Rawlins District. and one is in the Rock 
Springs District. The three Rawlins allotments are 
held by individuals. and the Rock Springs allot-
ment is held by the Rock Springs Grazing Asso-
ciation. Of the four allotments. only a port ion of 
each lies within the WSA boundaries. All of the 
allotments traditionally have been used for winter 
grazing of sheep. but in recent years there have 
been some conversions to summer grazing of cat· 
tie (see Table 3) . 
TABLE 3 
LIVESTOCK GRAZING ALL01'MENTS 
IN THE ADOBE TOWN WSA 
T01lll Number Percent 
-
CI_ot 
F_ F_
of 
Allotment H_ ot U .. LI_tocll AUM. AUM. In WSA T01lll 
Willow Creek (528) Winter Sheep 5,362 680 13 
Winter Sheep 1.820 175 10 Adobe Town (502) 
Cow Creek (509) Summer Cattl •. • heep 2.420 1.000 40 
Rock Springs Grazing 
Association l Winter Sheep 105.000 3,213 
1 The Rock Springs Grazing Association Iliotment is I large common allotment shared 
by the Rock Springs Grazing Association and other users. 
Access for grazing purposes is available on all 
of the roads and trails in the WSA. In recent years. 
additional roads have been built in the area to la-
ci litate natural gas exploration and production. 
Maintenance of those roads and the continuing 
construction of new ones is improving access for 
livestock grazing. Some ranchers use dry washes. 
such as Sand Creek. tor access in the winter to 
facilitate feeding and moving of livestock. There 
is some travel off of the roads. trails, or washes 
In the winter since heavily drllted snow occasion-
ally blocks them. Except for the most rugged 
areas. access by motor vehicles to nd within the 
area Is essential In the winter to ensure adequate 
management of livestock. 
Range Improvements (such as stock water res-
ervoirs and several miles of fence separating the 
Rawlins and Rock Springs districts) exist In the 
ar ... About hall of the reservoirs are no longer 
functional because they are washed out or IIIled 
with silt. The prinCipal use of those remaining 
Intact Is for watering livestock. wildlife, and wild 
horses In the summer. 
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Energy and Minerai Resources 
Energy Resource. 
The Adobe Town WSA lies near the center 01 
the Washakie Basin . a structural and topographic 
basin. The Washakie Basin Is considered by some 
geologists to be a port ion of the larger Green 
River Basin. which covers the southwest part 01 
Wyoming. 
The Adobe Town WSA is underlain by a 
sequence of sedimentary rock over 30.000 feet 
th ick. The sediments range in age lrom the Cam-
brian Flathead Sandstone to the Tertiary Washa-
kie Formation and Ouaternary alluvium and collu-
vium. The sediments underlying the re are 
nearly horizontal, and there are no known large 
folding or laulting patterns. 
Both the U.S. Bureau 01 Mines and Rocky Moun-
tain Energy Company have Investigated an .re8 
west of Adobe Town WSA for all shale potential 
Contour Int.rv.1 20 meters 
-<.df 
...... Rawlins-Rock Springs District Boundary 
Wild.rness Study AI .. Bound.ry 
4905 Graz ing Allotment Number 
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Large amounts of relatively low-grade oil shale. 
a"""'g'ng approximately 15 gallons per ton. were 
found .n the La Clede bed of the Laney Shale 
Member of the Green River Formation. In some 
area. minable thicl<nesses of rock. containing up 
to 25 ganons per ton. were found (Trudell 1973). 
These oli shale beds appear to be overlain by 
3.000 feet or more of overburden in the Adobe 
Town WSA This Is based on average dips of the 
rock formations and correlation with the esti-
mated thicknesses of overlying strata. The devel-
opment potential of oil shale lying 3.000 feet 
below the surface is low. 
Coal is projected to be present in the Wasatch 
Fori Union. and Lance forrnationsand in the Mesa: 
_ Group underfying the Adobe Town WSA. 
~. the coal is so deep that development is 
unlikely. 
The. Washakie Basin is presently being devel-
oped .nto a malor gas producing province. Until 
1918. most of the petroleum discovered in the Wa-
shakie Basin was in stratigraphic and .tructural-
.lnItigraphic trap. around the edges of the basin. 
The major oil reserves at that time were in the Pa-
trick Draw area near the north_t edge of the 
basin. The major gas nsserves were around the 
~t. south_to and south margins of the basin. 
Since 1978. there have been iarge increeses in nat-
ural gas production in the basin. The north and 
east ma~in. of the basin are being explored. and 
~ptorallOn is beginning in lhe basin's deeper por-
lIOn • • 
Approximately ~ of the Adobe Town WSA 
(39.300 ICres) hes oil and gas leases that were 
issued before the passage of FLPMA. These pre-
FLPMA Ieeses are committed to unil agreements 
Ind are held by produclion. As a result. the lea .. 
hokIers are recognized as having valid exisling 
rights. This means thaI they may explore. 
develop. and produce ell and gas. even if the araa 
iI deaignated as wilderness. In addilion there are 
apj)<Oximalely 25.500 acras under ~I-FLPMA 
Ieues. 17.710 acres unleased. and 3 200 acres of 
split 18 (.18la minerll • • federll ~urface) . 
The Upper Crataceous Lewis Shale and Mesa-
_de Group have been the major ga. producing 
ar_ In the haliowar portion. of the basin. The 
gas PPM'" to h .. e resulted from low grade ther-
mal metamorphism of coal bed • . The am~nt of 
gas genera ad per unil of coal through thl. pro-
_ dependenl on the maximum lamperatura 
to ~h the coal hal been subjectad. the affectiva 
ng t.me of the coal. lhe coal rank. and the per-
cent of vola ile matter 
gas __ estimates have been made 
by and H un (1 979) Ind McP_ (1 981 ) 
lot the "'-de Group Ind Lewis Shale. These 
.... Ir. baed on paramet '" .uch lver-
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age productive zone thickness. average porosity. 
rese.rvolr pressure, reservoir temperature. gas sat-
urallon. recovery factor. and success rates as they 
are presently known or projected from drill holes 
in the basin. McPeek estimated 20.4 trillion cubic 
feet (tcf) total gas reserves in the Washakie and 
Red Desert basins. of which 10.8 tcf are between 
12.500 and 18.500 feel in depth. Estimating an 
area the size of Adobe Town WSA at an average 
de~th of 15.000 feel. and ~ssuming the same geo-
log'c cond.t.ons. results .n an estimale of 1.0 to 
1.1 tcf of recoverable natural gas reserves under-
lying Adobe Town WSA. Barlow and Haun orig-
inally estimated Ihe recoverable natural gas 
reserves of Adobe Town WSA 10 be 2.646 tct. The 
Adobe Town WSA has since been reduced in size 
which would reduce this original estimale 10 1.969 
tcf gas. Mosl oflhe parameters used in developing 
Ihese two est.mates were close. The primary rea-
son for the difference in the estimates is McPeek 
used a 6O'Mo ultimate exploration level. whereas 
Barlow and Haun used 100'lI0. 
. The deeper portions of Washakie Basin. includ-
• ng Adobe Town WSA. remain largely unex-
plored. The Mesaverde Group and Lewis Shale 
are over 15.000 feel in depth and are geopres-
sured i ~ Ihis area. Formation treatment • • uch as 
hydrauhc fracturing. in these deep areas has been 
h.chnically Impossible until very recently. In addi-
t.on. there were no price incentives 10 produce 
gas from deep or tight formations before the Nat-
ural Gas. Policy Acl of 1978. Exploralion and pro-
duct.on .n the deep basin wa. delayed until these 
evenls took place. 
Gas discoveries have also been made in the Fort 
Union a.nd Lance formalion. in the deep Washa-
k.e BaSIn. These formal ions have nol produced 
gas in the margins of the basin. but they appear 
to contain large reserves in the deep basin. 
Two wells capable of producing lie wilhin the 
Adobe Town WSA. Section 2. T. 15 N .. R. 96 W .. 
conlaln. a Lawls Formation completion wilhout 
a pipeline connection. Approxlmalely ',I, mile of 
temporary access road for th is well lie. within the 
WSA. A permanenl access road plus pipaline wil l 
be requlrad before this well can go on- line. Sec-
tion 20. T. 15 N .. R. 97 W. conlaln. a producible 
Adobe Town unit well compleled in the shallower 
Fort Union and Lance formations. Approximately 
3 miles of pipeline and access road for thl. well 
lie within the Adobe Town WSA. A 700-fool water 
well lies In NWV.NWV •• Section 34. T. t5 N .. R. 97 
W .. inside the Adobe Town WSA. The water well 
was left Intact at the request of BLM on October 
1. 1913. 
Seven drilled and abandoned wells lie within 
the Adobe Town WSA. These well. were drilled 
between 1952 and 1981 and range in depth from 
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3.500 10 13.000 feet. Only one of these wells was 
drilled deep enough to penetrate the deep poten-
tial horizons. This deeper well has provided little 
information due to the lack of tesl data. However. 
the well test data did show the presence of gas 
in the deeper formal ions. 
Mlnel'lll Resources 
A marker bed in the Adobe Town Member oflhe 
Washakie Formation in which clinoptilolile. a zeo-
lite mineral. is abundant was identified by Roehler 
(1973). During the summer of 1980. BLM con-
ducted a reconnaissance type inventory of Ihis 
bed for the purposes of location. field description. 
and sampling. To the soulh of the Adobe Town 
WSA zeolite minerals are abundant. but the bed 
is contaminated in most areas with detrital mata-
rial and authigenic clay. To the east and north of 
the Adobe Town WSA. the bed changes 10 a sandy 
tuff. The bed is projected to underlie Ihe Adobe 
Town WSA. but it i. at a deplh where development 
potential is very low . 
There are no mining claims in the Adobe Town 
WSA. The area was withdrawn from mining loca-
tion by Executive Order 5327. April 15. 1930. 
No uranium exploration or development has 
taken place in Ihe study area because the area has 
been withdrawn from mineral location. The 
Washakie Basin. of which Adobe Town is part. has 
known uranium occurrences. No commercial 
depOSits have been found . The struclural nature 
of this sedimentary basin and Ihe chemical and 
physically favorable host rocks in and adjacent 10 
the study area. indicates the potential for signif-
icant uranium deposits. 
Wildlife Resources 
Pronghorn antelope and mule deer are Ihe two 
big game species inhabiting the WSA. Wyoming 
Game and Fish Departmenl population objectives 
and present population eslimates for these two 
species are presented in Table 4. 
TABLE 4 
BIG GAME POPULATIONS AND SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
ADOBE TOWN WSA 
P.....,'Poputatlon 
WllhlnIhaA_ 
TownWSA 
Sum .... r Wlnl., 
Pronghorn 400 750 
Mule Deer .85 225 
j Post-hunt popullfion Objective. 
Pronghorn Antelope 
Antelope that inhabit Ihe Adobe Town WSA are 
part of the Bitter Creek Herd Unit (Data Analysis 
Unit). which Is located belween Interstate 80 and 
Ihe Colorado border. and extends weSI from High-
way 789 10 Wells Creek. In 1987. the Wyoming 
Game and Fish Oepartmenl estimaled Ihat Ihis 
herd totaled between I t .200 and 11 .500 animals. 
The 1987-88 post-hun. objective for Ihi. herd is 
11 .000 antelope (Moody 1987. pers. com.). Prior 
to Ihe sever. winter of 1983-84 wh ich decima'ed 
tlta antelope herd • . the .ummer and winter pop-
ulations inhabiting the WSA were estimated '0 be 
_I """"",lion Tot .. Herd 
30 
_In .... To ... Unl' Populolion 
Hen! Un" Objecllve ' 
• '.200-" .500 11 .000 
18.700 • 18.700 
445 animals and 1.191 animals. respectively. 
Since Ihe 1983-84 winter. populations have been 
rebu ilding wilh currenl estima'es of 400 animals 
and 750 animals lor summer and winter. respec-
tively (Moody '987. pers. com.). The wintering 
populalion may nol reach previous levels for 
some years. The severity ofthe 1983-84 winter dis-
placed many of Ihe antelope Inlo Colorado 
(Moody 1987. pers. com.). These animals have not 
returned. The eastern port ion of tha WSA Is cru-
cial winler range. and Ihe southern port ion is win-
ter and yearlong range. The northwest portion is 
summer range. 
...... Rawl ins.Rock Springs District Boundarv 
Wiklerneu Studv Ar .. Boundarv 
Pon·F LPMA Oil and G-s L.lses . 
Ltlses issued ah., October 21 , 1916 
Pr .. FLPMA Oil.nd Gas Lu,ls · 
Lt.ses Issued prior to October 21. 1976 
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The .... bi lityoff ..... tandingwaterandV1lg .... 
tation 1M the p<1I rred range type determines the 
~fl antelope distribution pattern with in the 
henS unit As summer progresses, the antelope 
tend to concentrate In areas where water is readity 
... bIe In the fall. the an.mals start to migrale 
bad: to the win r ranges As winter condihons 
become severe. the antelope concentrate on the 
CtUCial "'"let" ranges where windblown slopes 
offe< the only a"".table forage. 
Mule deer that .nhablt the WSA are part of the 
Baggs Hen! Unit (Data Analysis Unit) . which IS 
IOca ed between Interstate 80 and the Colorado 
botder. and extends west lrom the Sage Creel< 
RoadIMedicine Bow Naticmal Forest boundary to 
the Bitter c.- Aoad. The juniper ridges- sag .... 
brush bnaa s, and eroded badlands provide high-
quality mule deer habitat. 
In the ~ prior to the severe winter 01 
I~. the mule deer population had been 
steadily . ng Summer and winter popula-
tions 1M the WSA prior to the 1983-&1 winter 
-- _ ed to be 185 and 225. respectiveiy 
Since the I~ winter. mule deer population. 
,..". been rabuilding and are estimated :0 have 
reached prw-1983 nd 19&C levels (Moody 1987. 
pen. com) 
The 1987 popu ticm estimated to be onty 
ightly aoo-.. the 1987-88 post-hunt oblective 01 
1&100 aMlma (Moody 1987. pars com) The 
en .re WSA class.f"Ied as nter and yearlong 
range 
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banee dUring nesting. Studies In the Rawlins Dis-
tnct have shown that the nest failure rate 'or fer-
ruginous hawk to be 55' due to natural predation. 
nonspecific humail contact. and unknown 
causes 
In the Adobe Town WSA . • t is estimated that 
there IS up to 50,000 acres available for nesting. 
With each nest requinng 2.300 acres. The nesting 
hab.tat .s primarily in the badlands port ion 01 the 
WSA (the western hall and the Adoba Town 
Aim- Skull Creek Aim area). As a result . it is pro-
jected that there are 22 active lerruginous hawk 
nests in the Adoba Town WSA. 
FERRIS MOUNTAINS 
General Characteristics 
The Ferris Mountains WSA lies in northwestern 
Carbon Counly. 45 miles north 01 Aawllns. The 
Ferris Mountains are a small mountain range. 
bounded on the south by the Great Divide Ba.in. 
on the west by Highway 287 and the small .eW .... 
ment 01 Muddy Gap. on the north by gently rolling 
sagebru.h plain •. and on the ea.t by the Seminoe 
Mountain • . Along the entire length 01 the range. 
deep canyon. and steeps lope. predominate; mea-
dowlands are limited in extent (photograph 7) . 
The extreme local reliel. coupled with the rugged 
nature 01 the topography and the eHort one must 
exert to travel.n the area. all contribute to the par-
ception that the Ferri. Mountain. arv larger than 
they actually are. 
From a distance. the Ferris Mountains appear 
to be dominated by lorest vegetation (lodgepole 
pine. Douglas- lir. limbar p.ne . • ubalplne fir. Engl .... 
mann .pruce. ,un.per. and .pen). but they al.o 
conta.n unlore.ted "ope. covered by .hrubs. 
gra ..... and lorb. In addition. gr ssy meadow. 
nd riparian lones of willow. water birch. and hfJr. 
baceou. vegetation occur. along with drier. open 
park. (photogr ph 8) The mountain lore.t. have 
burned seyeral times in recorded hi. tory. and a. 
r •• ult. lore.ts 01 varying age. occur on the 
"opes The .hrubby nd herbaceous plant. are 
used • lood by livestOCk nd many .pecle. 01 
w.ld lile Tile lo, •• t provide •• helter lor IIve.tock 
nd wlldllle nd . • n ddltlon. escape cover I ) r wlld-
III 
There are 520 cre. 0' prlv te inholding. In the 
Ferris Mounta,ns WSA Negotiations are currently 
underw y with the prjv te landowner 'or n 
exc~ n9" 01 these land. 'or compar ble public 
I nds out.1de 01 the WSA 
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WIIdemea Values 
Tl1e Ferris Mountains WSA is 22,245 acres in 
Combined with the rugged terrain and forest 
cowr, size enhances the WSA's wildemess char-
edIr 
n.e Ferris Mountains are in a natural state, 
_ ' Iy roe<!fess and rugged. There are a few 
INIfH\'I8CIe intrusions in the area These consist 
of one ndoned wasl1e<t out access road and 
an abendoned minerat exploration area known as 
~ , Exploration activity ceased in the 
-'Y 1970s after an unsuccessful search for eco-
nomic quantities of minerals. Tl1e scars left by the 
~ activity itself ramain. Tl1e access road 
_ ~ by BLM in 1978. After the cfosure, the 
roe<! washed out to the point where it is no longer 
bIe. Reclamation of the road and mining 
KafS are -..ted fo< the summer of 1987. This 
, fo< practicaf purposes, eliminate the rlt-
, intrusion. Tl1e Babbs Mine area is 
¥isibIe from only a f_locations in the WSA. It has 
if any effect on the naturalness of the area 
., a whole, Tl1e naturalness and pristine nature 
of mountains ' probably the most significant 
',,*,- value that the WSA possesses. 
n.e Ferris Mountains WSA provides a number 
of cIMeoc-wiIdemas nd-besed recreational 
09I)0ttun They Include v 'ng sc_ry, hik-
honeIledr rldtng, campong, hunting, study-
.,.., mountaIn cllmbtng. 
The WSA'. SID and topography combIne to 
~_ng 09P0<tuMtes forlOfilude Vi5>-
itoR 10 the _ lei be able to aYOid the ights 
and -.nca of othetI and fond a secluded spot In 
".., _ ,Ot canyon di trlooted 
___ ut the WSA oft ... p/eees to escape the 
of 
Ins WSA prOYldeo unusual 
oc--, The mountaIns rise 
217 provld'ng beautIful 
", IOUtl>-eentr I WyomIng 
of the mountain, a fOt-
mation of limestone outcrops provides a promi-
nent white band several miles long. It is an out-
standing scenic feature that is visible for many 
miles and gives this mountain range regional rec-
ognition. In addition, the Ferris' elk and bighorn 
sheep populations attract visitors to the area. 
These big game animals attract visitors not only 
for hunting, but also for nonconsumpitiv8 uses 
such as photography. 
Recreation 
The Ferris Mountains provide a variety of prim-
itive recreational activities. They include hunting. 
fishing, sightseeing, hiking, camping, backpack-
ing , and horseback riding. Hunting, hiking, and 
sightseeing are the primary attractions, those 
which generate the majority of the visits to the 
area (photograph 9). These activities contribute 
an 1,000 visitor days of use per year. Recreational 
ORV use is estimated to be approximately 150 vis-
itor days annually. Most if not all ORV activity is 
in support of the primary activities previously 
noted. 
Recreational ORV use contributes such a small 
portion of total use in the WSA because of the lim-
ited number of roads therein and the rugged ter-
rain thereof. Only l 'h miles of very rough four-
wheel drive two-track ways are passable by 
vehicles and these are limited to the periphery of 
the WSA. 
Forestry Resources 
The Ferris Mountains WSA has 9,000 acres of 
forested land of which 1,000 acres are classified 
as commercial timber. The main commercial tree 
is lodgepole pine, most of which is currently 
poletimber-sized, There are also small stands of 
Dougla5>-fir. subalpine fir, and ponderosa pine. 
The commercial timber is located on the middle 
elevations on the north side of the Ferris Moun-
tains, essentially dissected by the Cherry Creek 
drainage. Various forest Insects and diseases are 
pr ... nt In the WSA, These problems affect the for-
.st's health to some degree. but are not consid-
ered significant. 
Energy and Minerai Resources 
Energy Resources 
The Ferris Mountains are located on the south 
flank of Ihe Sweetw ter Arch, which IS a broad 
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PM'.., t . Ferns MounWnI prowkte • ICenlc enwfron--
ment 10f' recrMtton KtIYttttK. The rougtI topogr8phy 11m"" 
the construction of roedI MMI recre.tton tM:lftttet.. 
northwest-southeast trending uplift in central 
Wyoming that stretches Irom the Wind River 
Mountains to the Freezeout Hills. A series of faults 
define the southern boundary of this uplift. The 
Emigrant Trail thrust fault extends from the 
Muddy Gap area northwestward lor approxi-
mately 50 miles. At least six mineral exploration 
drill holes intersect th is fault. The northeast plate 
of the fault overlies the southwest plate at a 20 to 
35 degree angle. Precambrian crystalline rocks 
have been placed over Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
sediments by a throw, at some pOints, of over 
15,000 feet. To the east of the Ferris Mountains, 
near the north edge of the Hanna Basin, there Is 
evidence to Indicate that some thrusting has 
occurred. This thrusting has burled sediments 
beneath the Shirley and Semlnoe mountains. 
The conventional Interpretation of the geology 
of the Ferris Mountains is that they were formed 
by nearly vertical uplifts (Love t970) . As a result , 
011 and gas potential Is considered to be quite low, 
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There are no pre-FLPMA leases in the Ferris 
Mountains WSA. There are 8,640 acres of post-
FLPMA leases and t 3,605 acres 01 unleased lands 
in the WSA. 
Minerai Resources 
The Ferris Mountains consist of two anticlines 
trending N, 70 degrees W. which are separated by 
a similar structure called the Young's Pass Syn-
cline (photograph to) . Each of the two large anti-
clines expose blocks of Precambrian rocks. 
These Precambrian rocks are of Igneous origin 
and vary In composition from diorite to granite. 
Geologic structures within the Precambrian rocks 
include shear zones and emplaced veins and 
dikes 01 various rock types, including pegmatite. 
calcite, quartz, and malic rocks. The shear zones 
occur most otten in zones of weakness where 
veins and dikes have been emplaced, but they 
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The shea, zones often p,oduce a gneissic textu,e 
in the shea, zones thesetves (Ma.ters 19n). 
Sedimentary ,ock. ,ange f,om the Camb,ian 
Fa.thead SIInd.tone th,ough Quaternary pedi-
ment graYef • • colluvium. and alluvium. Because of 
lhe ... p dips and varying ,esistance to e,osion 
dip.1opes of many sedimenlary ,ock unit. can ~ 
oboetved along the south .tope of the mountains. 
The Mississippian Madison Limestone. as an 
.xampfe. is present as a prominent silver~white 
featu,. on the south .tope. 
The large' ha,d,ock-mine,al p,ospect .ite. in 
lhe Ferri. Mountain. a'e located in two a'eas. The 
Cherry C,_/ Blbbs Mine a,ea is localed nea, 
Young'. PISS. Ind the Spenish Mine. a,ea is 
loci ed Idjacenllo the FerrIs Mountains WSA on 
the _I end Small Individual p,ospect plls a,e 
_ed th'oughout the ,emaonde, of the WSA. 
There I,. no mining ctalms In Ihe Cherry C,eekl BIbb.- MIne a, .. Portions of fou, minong claims. 
I ng lboul 80 ac'es. a'e localed on the .ast-
em edge m the WSA They a'e part of Ihe Spenl.h 
loll block m ca."n. whICh we,e localed in Oclo-
ber 1972 Ind I,. In the elSIe," half of Section 1. 
T 28 N • A n W The Issessmenl wo,k I. currenl 
.. m t918 Therl hn been no development wo,k 
on theee c Ims 
The Cherry C,MklBlbbs Mine ., .. contaons 
""" adrts Ind one ,ge doze, cuI This a'ea was 
,eportedIy explored for coppe' and tungslen d . 
the 'e 1950s Ind .. ,Iy 19I1Os 114, Will iam h 
WlIIon m the Wyoming GeologICal Survey exam-
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ined this a'ea on OClobe, 8. 1955. and noted two 
types of mineralization : (1) coppe,-quartz veins 
and (2) py,ile and chalcopy,ite which is dissem-
inated in and fo,ms vein lets in the brecchiated 
and silicified country rock. Traces of scheelite a 
calcium tungstale. were found and a slig'ht 
amount of ,adioactivity was att,ibuted to Ihe p,es-
ence of allanite. a silicate. The former claimant in 
the a,ea submitted a report by John P. Ely. con-
sullant geologist. discussing a I -foot th ick quartz 
vein containing 10'lI0 copper. 5% tung.ten. 0.11 
ounces gold pe' ton. and 1.72 ounces silver per 
ton. This info,mation does not correlate with Bl M 
sampling in the a,ea. The main Babbs Mine adit 
was mapped and sampled during the autumn of 
t 978 by BlM geologi.ts. Fou, sample. we,e taken 
from the quartz vein on which the ad it was driven. 
The maximum copper content in one sample was 
0.~5%. with the average copper content being 
0.19%. The maximum tung. ten content was 37 
part. per million (ppm) . (One ppm i. equal to 
0.0001%. Elements p,esent in less than 0.01% a'e 
exp,essed in ppm.) All gold contents were les. 
than 0.02 ppm and .ilver wa. less than 1 ppm. The 
copper mineralization was sporadic and mostly in 
the oxidized form. although .ome sulfide minerals 
were found 
The dozer cut locI ted above this adil wa. al.o 
examIned on the .ame dlte • . The only mine,ali-
zatlon ob.erved WI. di •• emlnated in the country 
rock Five sample. were collected from this work-
ing The sample. were a •• ayed and the maximum 
value were 240 ppm gold. 6 ppm .ilver. 0.~7% 
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copper. and 115 ppm tungsten. Average values 
were 0.63 ppm gold. 2.4 ppm silver. 0.32% copper. 
and 33 ppm tungsten. 
Most of the p,ospect pils scattered throughoul 
the remainder of the WSA a,e small. the typical 
size being 2 to 4 feet deep and 3 to 5 feet across. 
They were generally dug into quartz veins that 
indicated the presence of copper. Some of the 
prospect pils are located on shear zones. Of all 
the prospect pits sampled. the highestcoppe,con-
tent in any sample was 1.4%. Many of the samples 
contained less than 0.1% coppe'. Other metals 
were present in lesser amounts. Mosl of the quartz 
veins are discontinuous in nature being trscAable 
for only a few feet outside the prospect pit. 
The Spanish Mines area. bordering the Ferris 
Mountains WSA on the east. contains numerous 
prospect pits and at least five ad its. The Spanish 
Mines area is discussed by both Hendricks (1943) 
and Half (1944). Hendricks examined some of the 
workings. sampled them. and concluded thallhe 
property showed no o,e reserves and only slight 
mineralization of extremely low values. Mr. Haft 
examined the area and noted that the mineraliza-
tion consisted of galena (lead sulfide) . pyrite (iron 
sulfide). chalcopyrite (copper-iron sulfide). limo-
nite (i ron oxide). and traces of azurite and mal-
achite (copper carbonates). Half concluded that 
the area is in a structurally favorable environment 
with evidence of relatively strong local mineraliza-
tion and intense hydrothermal action as sug-
gested by conspicuous mineral alteration. partic-
ularly serpentinization. The claimant. Mr. William 
Burnside. reported that he made discoveries of 
comme,cial deposils of silver. lead. cobalt. and 
talc in the summer of 1973. No data are available 
on deposit size or grade and no serious develop-
ment work has been done for at least 4 years. 
although assessment work is continuIng. A BlM 
inventory of the Spanish Mines area revealed 
mo.t of the workings to be on quartz or quartz-
chlorite veIn • . Anomalous concentrations of lead. 
arsenic, and copper were present in various sam· 
pie. taken during this inventory. The Bl M inven-
tory concluded that no are bodies were p,esently 
Identified in the Spanl.h Mines area. The geologic 
condition. of the Spanl.h Mines area indicate a 
moderate potential for accumulation of minerai 
resource.. The Ferris MountaIns. outside the 
Spanl.h Mines area. have a low to moderate po-
tential for the occurrence of mineral re.ource • . A 
combined USGS and Bureau of Mine. minerai 
report will be done prior to .ubmi •• lon to Con-
gre ••. 
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Livestock Grazing 
Six operators graze liveslock with in the bound-
aries of the Ferris Mountains WSA. The majority 
of the area is used for grazing cattle. allhough 
sheep occasionally use the lower slopes on the 
southeast end of the mountain. In spite of the 
steepness and ruggedness of the mountains. live-
stock graze most of the WSA. During the summer 
months. fa, example. cattle may be observed on 
the summit ridge. Livestock grazing occurs dur-
ing the months when the area is free of snow. usu-
ally from May through October. 
Range improvements are limited to fences 
along the lower slopes olthe WSA. Herding of live-
stock within the core of Ihe Ferris Mounlains has 
always been done on foot or horseback. 
There a,e six grazing allotments in the area thaI 
are made up in part by lands in the Ferris Moun-
tains WSA. In gene,al. only a small portion of each 
allotment is contained with in the boundaries of 
the WSA. both in terms of acreage and in te,ms 
of livestock forage. 
Wildlife Resources 
Current Wyoming Game and Fish Oepartment 
population objectives and p,esent population esti -
mates fa, the three majo, big game species (elk. 
deer. and bighorn sheep) are presented in Table 
5. The population objective for each big game spe-
cies is established and managed by herd unit. The 
WSA does not encompass the entire herd unit for 
any of the species. For elk and bighorn sheep. the 
WSA comprises a large portion of the habitat 
with in the herd unit. For other .pecies . • uch a. 
antelope. the WSA makes up a very small portion 
of the habitat with in the herd unit. Elk are cur-
rently above the objective level and bighorn .heep 
and mule deer are below objective level. 
Elk 
The Ferri. elk herd wa. establi.hed through a 
t,ansplant of 25 Yellowstone elk in 1963 and 1964 
Since that time. the herd ha. dl.persed 
throughout the Ferris and Semmae mountains 
and reached the population oblective of 350 anl-
mal.ln the lot 1970.. In 1964 . • slight decline to 
250 animal. occurred. mainly because of exce.-
slve harvest and immigration to the Green Moun· 
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TABLES 
FERAIS MOUNTAINS BIG GAME POPULATIONS' 
-Populdon _ .... , ..... 
SpecIeo 
_WSA 
Elk 375 
Bighorn Sheep 60 
Mule dee< 300 
_tP .... 1Ion 
_ lnIlleTo'" 
Herd Un" 
~2~ 
180' 
3.800 
Herd Un" 
Obfecl'" 
350 
300 
5.000 
1 Wyoming Game and F'rsh Department annUlI) big game herd unit reports and personal 
communication with G.-.g H;an . WGFO biofogist 
J AeoriMd Ferns bighorn sheep herd. 1986 post-MIlson population estimate 100-150 
f~ eommunieation with Greg Hiatt. WGFO biotogiSI) 
win herd. More conservalive harvesl seasons 
"...., been inilialed Irom 1979 10 1985 through a 
redIJc:tion in the number 01 permils. which 
.... ed in a populalion increase above lhe man-
..-.1 objective. In 1986. a liberal season was 
in" ed on the Ferris Mounwin portion 01 th is elk 
herd 10 bring Ihis herd down 10 objecl ive. 
The segment 01 lhe herd (aboul 375 animals) 
II1II1 inhllbits lhe Ferris Mountains WSA winlers 
lrom the _I lorI< 01 Pele Creek 10 lillie Cherry 
Creel< near lhe base ol lhe mounlains. However. 
in the moe! sevent conditions. these animals move 
north loward the Senlinel Rocks and Poinl 01 
Rocks where windswepl ridges are used as lorag-
ing lites. During the summer. these elk move atop 
the higher ridges throughout the mountain range. 
a lew cows and calves remaining in the lower 
,;p.riln bitats and $pen stands 
H to<ic:al accounts Irom early explorers and 
.... Ien nacord the presence 01 btghorn sheep 
along the S_a er River. wh,ch probably 
InclUded the Farris Mounta,ns However. as ,n 
_ throughout the west. this bighorn pop-
10ft eli ppeered around the turn 01 the cen-
tuty 
The "rst racorded It mpt by the Wyoming 
o.m. and FWl [)epertmenl to tlblosh I bIghorn 
1'-9 herd In the F.rrl. Ind Semlnoe mountains 
In February 1968. when _n an,mals were 
~ Irom the WhISkey Mounta,n herd 
_, Duboo Suboequent transpl nls added 13 
1'-9 In December t968 nd 18 sheep in March 
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1967. A harvesl was attempled in 1962 and 1963. 
wilh one legal ram laken. The season was laler dis-
conlinued because 01 a lack 01 harvestable ani-
mals . 
Thirty-seven bighorn sheep were released in 
the Semin08 Mounlains in D<>cember 1976 and 19 
more in 1980. During this l ime period. six 10 Iwelve 
01 these sheep were Ihoughl to be residents ollhe 
Ferris Mountains. In 1985. an additional 100 big-
horn sheep were released on Ihe soulhwest 
slopes ollhe Ferris Mounlains. Dispersal ollhose 
sheep from the release site was extensive. presum-
ably due to Ihe heavy snowfall thai covered Ihe 
relesse site prior to the release. 
The presenl populalion estimate lor th is herd 
is 180 bighorn sheep. The management objective 
lor this herd is 300 bighorn sheep. Lack 01 
in-migration has been identified as a 'actor in the 
inability to reach population objactives. 
Rocky Moun tain bighorn sheep are character-
IZed as mountain dwellers with a l trong aff inity 
lor rugged. steep. precipitous terrain or open 
ridges and slopes. These animals appear to thrive 
on 181e. successional mountain grassland commu-
nities where grass and grass-like plants dominate. 
with some shrubs available (Longhurst 1977). 
The habitat requiremenls lor bighorn sheep 
seem to be keyed to good loraging sites near 
escape cover (terra,n) These animals preler open 
grassy ridgelops. slopes. or benches within 100 
melers 01 rocky outcrops. precipitous cli ffs or 
Sleep rocky slopes During light. powdery snow-
fall. steep slopes w,th good grass produclion are 
preferred However, when snow conditions are 
crusted or over 2'.1, leel deep. windblown ridges 
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are used. Summer habital consists 01 lush grassy 
slopes and rocky areas near open waler. During 
lambing (Iirst and second week 01 June) . lhe ewes 
and lambs are restricted to rugged. rocky oul-
crops and cliff areas Ihal provide securily against 
predators. 
Bighorn sheep are generally tolerant 01 human 
intrusion, depending on hunting pressure and 
human encounters. Unhunted and unharassed 
sheep Irequently can be closely approached by 
observers. but hunled populations may relreat 
long dislances. indicaling that sheep learn 10 lear 
man. Geist (1971) observed that bighorns will 
abandon areas when they are harassed. During se-
vere winter periods, any 'actor that increases 
energy expenditures or decreases forage intake 
can be debililaling. 
~o 
R. ptors 
Because raptors occupy a position at the top 
01 the lood chain. they are considered important 
nongame species. Not only do raptors serve as 
biological indicalors 01 environmental quality. 
they also contribute to the "wilderness experi-
ence" when viewed by nonconsumptive wildl ife 
users. The rocky cliffs thai make up part 01 the 
Madison Formation in the WSA provide excellent 
nesting habilat lor many raptors. particularly prai-
rie lalcons and golden eagles. Twelve active prai-
rie falcon aeries. three active golden eagle nests. 
one active Swainson's hawk nest. and one active 
Cooper's hawk nest have been lound within the 
WSA. Other raptor nesls are believed to occur 
within the WSA but intensive inventories have nol 
been completed. 
CHAPTER 4 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
ADOBE TOWN 
Proposed Action (Partial 
WlIcMrnessIConftlct Resolution 
Alternative) 
Under the Proposed Action. 10.920 acres of the 
Adobe Town WSA would be recommended for 
designation lIS wilderness. The remaining 74.790 
acres woukS be recommended for nonwildemess. 
The primary impacts under this alternative relate 
to oil nd gas development and the resultant 
rmpeclS on wilderness values. 
Impecb on WIIdemeu V.un 
Wilderness values on 10.920 acres of the WSA 
would be pro ected by legistative mandate. while 
74.790.eres would not receive the speeia"egis-
five protection provided by wilderness designa-
t"", 
lJnde< thIS I am trve. no 011 and gas activity 
would occur on the 6.840 acres of post-FLPMA 
_ nd unleased land within the 10.920 acres 
recommended for wIlderness. Wilderness values 
of .,.rurel ..... nd solitude would thus be pre-
--.edon6.84Oacres Two_lis would be located 
on the 4 080 acres of pre-FLPMA leases within the 
petIJIl wilderness boundary ThIS would result in 
the ..... of WIlderness v lues on 84 Icres of sur-
r.c. cflSfUrbence.nd.n addltoonal236 acres adja-
cent to the operation WIthin the deslgn.ted por-
t"", L actIVIty .s .~peeted on the short term 
but on the long t rm. cIevalOpment would be 
pee*, I_IS would be further minimized be-
~ the I locations It •• >peeted to be w,th,n 
mi of the boundary of the part,., wilderness 
The 74 7 acres of the WSA recommended lor 
nonwildoom_, "'ould be open to o.l.nd g s devel-
opment e.c- of the .>peeted spacing of 
the road Ind ploallna network. nd other 
*' t ri • WIlderness v lues WOUld essen-
be tonthe ... t".74.790acres While litlie 
001 ."., gas actIVIty .~peeted In the short term. 
""'ocope*, r the r.. would eventually 
reKI'I MI ~t Thu . wilderness v"ues 
of ."., IOIltuda would be lOst In the 
long term on 74 790 ICres recommended lor 
An estimated 25 visitor days annually of recre-
ational ORV use wou ld be eliminated from the wil-
derness portion of the WSA. Allhough encounters 
between recreational OAV users and other recrea-
tianists are infrequent at current levels of use. the 
elimination 01 ORV use would benefit the wilder-
ness value of sol itude because visitors would not 
encounter or hear ORV users in the area. Benefi-
cial impacts on naturalness due to elimination of 
ORVs would be negligible because current use lev-
els are quite low. 
Sights and sounds from recreational ORV use 
in the nondesignated portion of the WSA would 
have an adverse impact on solitude. The impact 
would be minimal because ORV use is currently 
estimated to be less than 175 visitor days annu-
ally. Recreational ORV use is e>peeted to remain 
below 300 visitor days annually lor the loreseea-
ble luture. so the long term impact of ORV use 
on the wilderness value of solitude would be neg-
ligible. 
Conclus;on: Wilderness values of naturalness 
nd solitude would be protected on 10.600 acres 
of the Adobe Town WSA. Anticipated oil and gas 
activity would result in the loss of wilderness 
values on 75.110 acres in the long term. 
Impacts on Recr .. tlonal Off-Road 
Vehicle U .. 
An estimated 25 visitor days annually of recre-
ational ORV use would be elimInated Irom lhe 
10.920 acres designated as wilderness under th.s 
alternative. Future opportunities would be lor-
gone However. the terrain 01 the WSA is not con-
ducive to ORV use and there are similar or supe-
rior opportunities lor ORV use on public land 
throughout the region. Any ORV use displaced 
Irom this portion 01 the WSA upon designation 
would be absorbed on the surrounding publiC 
land 
Recreational ORV use In the 74.790 acre nonwll-
derness port ion 01 the WSA is prolected to remaIn 
below 300 visitor days annually lor the loreseea-
ble luture While 490 miles of new road .s antic-
ipated in conjunction with 011 and gas develop-
ment. recreational ORV use is not e>pected to 
Incr.ase dramatically. primarily because 01 the 
area's lsolat.on 
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Conclusion: Recreational ORV use is e~peeted 
to remain below 300 visitor days annually in the 
74790 acres recommended for nonwilderness. 
ORV use of 25 visitor days annually would be elim-
Inated from the 1 0.92Oacres recommended forwil-
derness. The impact 01 this action on recreational 
ORV use in the Adobe Town WSA would be min-
imal because of similar or superior opportunit ies 
lor ORV use on surrounding public land. 
Impacts on Cultural Resource. 
Oil and gas development is e~peeted to phys-
ically disturb 8.500 acres within the 74.790 acres 
of nonwilderness under th is alternative. Cultural 
resource surveys would be required on the dis-
turbed acreage. resulting in inventory and evalu-
ation of an estimated 400 cultural resource sites. 
This represents about 10% of the total estimated 
number of sites in the WSA. Inventory and eval-
uation of these sites would enhance knowledge 
about the pattern of past human activity in the 
WSA. 
However. these sites would necessarily be 
destroyed in the process of salvaging them prior 
to suriace disturbance. In so doing. features that 
may not be important today. but could be 
extremely valuable In the luture. would be lost. 
This also eliminates any of these sites from being 
preserved In place for future study. 
In the 10.920 acres recommended for wilder-
ness designation. suriace disturbance would be 
minimal on all but 320 acres (pre-FLPMA lease de-
velopments). Cultural resource sites would 
remain largely undisturbed for future scientific 
study and interpretation 01 the resource values to 
the public. 
Conclu.lon: Suriace disturbance on 8.584 
acres would result in the Inventory and evaluation 
of about 10% of the WSA's cultural resource sites. 
This would enhance the knowledge about the pat-
tern of past human activity In the WSA. but the 
sites would necessarily be destroyed and there 
would be no opportunity lor preservation of these 
sites. Cultural resource sites on the remaining 
77.126 acres would ramaln largely undisturbed 
for future study. 
Impacts on Llvntock Grazing 
The Proposed Action would maintain the cur-
rent level of 5.068 AUMs ln the WSA. Maintenance 
and construction of range Improvements would 
continue as long IS that activity did not impeir wil-
derness values. 
Impacts on livestock grazing management in 
the portion of the WSA recommended lor WIlder-
ness would be minimal because the area IS essen-
tially road less. That port ion of the Rock Springs 
Grazing Association Allotment with in the wilder-
ness boundary i. not normally used in the winter 
for domestic sheep grazing because of its isola-
tion. The Cow Creek Allotment is summer range. 
so vehicle use is not critical to efficient and safe 
use of the area. None of the Adobe Town Allot-
ment lies within the partial wilderness boundary. 
Only a small fraction of the Willow Creek Allot-
ment lies within the wilderness boundary and Its 
isolation makes its use impractical under any des-
ignation. 
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There would be no impacts on livestock grazing 
in areas outside of the portion of the WSA recom-
mended for wilderness designation. Suriace dis-
turbance would result in a loss of less than 1% of 
the total AUMs in the allotments containing the 
WSA. 
Conclusion: The Adobe Town WSA would con-
tinue to provide 5.068 AUMs. Vehicle use would 
be eliminated in the portion recommended for WIl-
derness (10.920 acres). but the effect would be 
minimal because this area's isolation limits its uti-
lization in winter under any designation. 
Impact. on Energy and MineraI 
Development 
There are 4.080 acres of pre-FLPMA leases 
within the partial wilderness under the Proposed 
Action. Development is not expeeted on most 01 
these leases because 01 the area's rugged terrain. 
drainages. and inaccessibility. However. two 
wells (disturbing an estimated 84 acres) could be 
drilled that would be in locations of gentler 
slopes. Development would not occur on the 
6.840 acres of post-FLPMA leases and unleased 
land within the pal'llal wilderness. 
That ""rtlon of the WSA not proposed lor wil-
derness under the Proposed Action (74.790 
acres) would be available for development. About 
203 wells would be drilled using a 320-acre spac-
ing. In areas not exceeding 25% slope or with in 
500 leet 01 suriace water and rlparlen are s. 
e>cept where an approved plan of development 
shows that development could occur without Slg-
nllicant impacts on other resource values 
Thus. considering the acreage undevelopable 
because of terrain and drainages. along with the 
acreage within the partial wilderness boundary , 
the Proposed Action would result in pproxo-
mately 8O'IIr 01 the WSA's natural ga. rese",es 
being recovered (600 bcf) 
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Conclusion: The Proposed Action would allow 
for reco:-e~ of ~ of the natural gas on 75.110 
acres Wlth.n the Adobe Town WSA. 
ImPKb on P8Ieontological Rnources 
Oeo.eIopment of natural gas in 75.110 acres 
would ...... It in about 8.5&4 acres of surface dis-
turbance due to drill pads. roads. and pipelines. 
Except for obvious features such as bones 
~Ieontological resources are not easily recog~ 
nized by untrained individuals. Even though BlM 
requires that sites discovered during the course 
of worfc be reported to BlM. sites are likely to be 
destroyed through the failure of the operator to 
r8C0!!nize features as important paleontological 
remams. Therefore. paleontological resources on 
8.584 acres could be destroyed without any knowl-
edge.of the sites' existence. Conversely. paleon-
tologICal resources on the 72.126 acres recom-
~ for wilderness would remain largely 
undISturbed and would be available for SCientific 
study. 
Conclusion: Destruction of paleontological 
resources would occur on 8.5&4 acres due to 
deYeIopment of oil and gas resources. Paleonte>-
logical resources would remain largely undis-
turbed on n .l 26 acres because there would be 
no surface disturbance from oil and gas activities. 
ImPKb on Antelope Md Mule Deer 
In the 10.920 ICru proposed for wilderness des-
ignation under the PrOposed Action. the loss of 
antelope and mule deer habital would be insignif-
ICant. The 1wo natural gas _ lis would nol signif-
ICantly r.duce the amounl of habitat available 10 
theM 1wo species 
In the 74.79Oacru nol rlCommended for wilder-
cleelgnatlon. thera would be a temporary loss 
01 ' .500 acrea of anl.1ope habitat during 011 and 
gas opetaIions There would also be some 
inc.- II,... on a small ar.a of ant.lopa cru-
, n.., range In Ilghl of the ntelOpe's ability 
10 ..... 10 human activity. ".;therlhe amounl 
01 ItaIM I Io8a nor the increased .,r ... while on 
CIUdaI win.., r nga would Significantly affact the 
an1eIopa popu Ion 
MlJIe dear Id e"p"rienca an effective habilat 
0174.790 acres ThIS Includes the ICtualsur-
'ace urtlance and avoidanc. zones around 
-- 01 c:onc:antra ed human ICtiV'ty DeY.lop-
"*" act ies COUld di place the herd 'rom the 
WSA or could concentrate the populallon 
to the IO.~acr. portion recommended'or wi!-
-- . the number of mule deer 
the WSA I compared to the total herd 
unit. and crucial winter range is not involved. Fur-
ther. additional habitat is available in adjacent 
areas outside of the WSA. Therefore. assimilation 
of the herd into adjacent areas would be easily 
accommodated. Overall. herd unit populations 
would not be Significantly affected. 
Conclusion: The antelope population in the 
Adobe Town WSA would be unaffected by the Pre>-
posed Action. Between 40.000 and 74.790 acres 
of mule deer habitat could be lost. resulting in dis-
placement of the herd from the WSA. However 
assimilation of the herd into areas outside th~ 
WSA would be easily accommodated. Overall. 
=;:t':.::it populations would not be significanlly 
ImPKb on R.ptof'l 
In the 10.920 acres recommended for wilder-
ness under the Proposed Action. raptor nest fail-
ures would be limited to those caused by natural 
occurrences. The fledgling success rate forferrug-
Inous hawks would be expected to range between 
45-55"". There are projected to be five active nests 
in th is portion of the WSA. Therefore. two to three 
nests would produce fledglings. 
In the 74. 790 acres recommended for nonwilder-
ness. fledgling success rates would decrease 
bec~use of the projected natural gas development 
and .ts related maintenance activit ies. For ferrug-
Inous hawks. success rates would be expected to 
drop to 25-30'11.. There are projected to be 17 
active nests in the non wilderness port ion of the 
WSA. As a result of development activities only 
four to five nests would produce fledgling~ . 
No data exist to Indicate fledgling success rates 
for golden eagles or prairie 'alcons. It is known. 
however. that these two species are more tolerant 
0' human disturbance than are ferrug inous 
hawk • . Thus. in the 10.920 acres recommended 
for wilderness. golden eagle and prairie falcon 
fledgling success ra tes would be those occurring 
naturally. In the 74.790 acres 0' nonwllderness 
fledgling success rates for golden eagles and pral: 
rle falcons would decrease at an unknown rate. 
but would probably not decrease to the same d. 
grea as the ferrug inous hawks. 
Conclusion: Under the Proposed Action 
between six and eight active 'erruglnous hawk 
nests (out of a total 22) would produce lIedgllngt 
~Iedgllng success rates for golden eagles and prai-
"e falcons would remain the same In the to.92O 
ICres recommended 'or wilderness. In the 74.790 
acr.~ of nonwild.rn .... lIedgling success rates 
'or these two species would decrease to an 
unknown I.vel. but would probably not decrease 
to the seme degree s for ferruginous hawks. 
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No Action - No Wilderness 
Under the No Action - No Wilderness Alterna-
tive. the entire 85.710 acre Adobe Town WSA 
would be recommended 'or nonwilderness uses. 
The primary impacts of this alternative relate to 
impacts on wilderne .. values from oil and gas 
development. 
ImPKb on Wilderness Values 
The entire WSA would be recommended 'or 
nonwilderness designation and none of the wilder-
ness values on 85.710 acres would receive the spa-
ciallegislative protection provided by wilderness 
designation. All 85.710 acres would be open to oil 
and gas leasing and development. Because 0' the 
expected well spaCing. roads. pipelines. and other 
'acilities. wilderness values would essentially be 
lost in the entire WSA. Whileliltle oil and gas activ-
ity is expected in the short term. it is anticipated 
that the WSA would eventually reach full develop-
ment. Therefore. wilderness values 0' naturalness 
and solitude would be lost in the long term on the 
entire 85.710 acres of the Adobe Town WSA. 
Sights and sounds from recreational ORV use 
would have an adverse impact on the wilderness 
value of solitude. but the impact would be minimal 
because ORV use levels are low. Presenlly. ORV 
use is estimated to be 200 visitor days annually 
and is expected to remain below 300 visitor days 
annually for the toreseeable tuture. 
Other recreation uses would increase slightly 
but would remain at levels below 1.000 visitor 
days annually for the 'oreseeable future. This 
increase would not significantly affect opportuni-
ties 'or solitude. 
Conclusion: Adobe Town's wilderness values 
of naturalness and solitude would be essentially 
lost on the entire 85.710 acres because of oil and 
gas development. Recreational ORV use in the 
WSA would not slgnlflcanlly affect Ihe WSA's 
opportunities lor solitude. 
ImjHlCta on Recreational ON-Road 
Vehicle U .. 
Under this alternative. recreational ORV use 
would be limited to deSignated roads and trails In 
the entire WSA. once it Is released 'rom wilder-
ness study. ORV use In the WSA Is expected to 
remain below 300 visitor days annually In the 'or. 
seeable 'uture. 
Conclusion: While more of the WSA would be 
accessible. ORV use is projected to remain below 
300 visitor days in the 'oreseeable 'uture. There 
would be no significant impact to recreational 
ORV use. 
Impacts on Cultur.1 Rnoun:" 
Oil and gas development is expected to phys-
ically disturb 9.075 acres within the 85.710 acre 
WSA. under the No Wilderness Alternative. Cul-
tural resource surveys would be required on the 
disturbed acreage. result ing in inventory and eval-
uation of 425 cultural resource sites. This repr. 
sents about 11% of the estimated total number of 
sites in the WSA. Inventory and evaluation of 
these sites would enhance knowledge about the 
pattern of past human activity in the WSA. How-
ever. these sites would necessarily be destroyed 
in the process of salvaging them prior to surface 
disturbance. In so doing. 'eatures that may not be 
important today. but could be extremely valuable 
in the future. would be lost. This also eliminates 
any of these sites from being preserved in place 
for future study. Sites on 76.635 acres would 
remain largely undisturbed for future study. 
Conclusion: An estimated 425 cultural resource 
sites would be evaluated under the No Wilderness 
Alternative. Thiswould provide important in'orma-
tion regarding human activity i ~ the WSA. but the 
sites would necessarily be destroyed and there 
would be no opportunity for preservation 0' these 
sites. Sites on 76.635 acres would remain largely 
undisturbed for 'uture study. 
Impacts on Livestock Grazing 
There would be no adverse Impacts on livestock 
grazing under this alternative. There would con-
tinue to be 5.068 AUMs available In the WSA. Sur-
face disturbance would result in a loss 0' less than 
I"" 0' the total AUMs in the allotments containing 
the WSA. Continued 011 and gas exploration nd 
developmont would result In improved year-
round motor vehicle acce .. and would lacililate 
yearlong grazing 0' livestock Malnten nce 0' 
existing r nge Improvements would be' cilltated 
by this alternative 
Conclusion: The WSA would continue 10 pre>-
vide 5.068 AUMs. There would be Improved year-
round motor vehicle access which would' cilitn te 
yearlong grazing ot livestock. 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
1",,** on Energy lind Mlnenft 
All lands wfthin the Adobe Town WSA (85.710 
KreS) would be open to oil and ga.s leasing. Oil 
and gas deYeIopment is not expected to occur. 
_ . on reas exceeding 25~ slope or within 
500 feet 01 surface water and riparian areas 
because of the impracticality 01 developing in 
U- areas. Thus. 15~ 01 the gas within the 
Adobe Town WSA would not be recoverable 
under the No Wilderness Alternative while 85~ 01 
the gas would be recoverable. This is estimated 
to be 850 billion cubic leet (bel) 01 gas and rep-
resents the maximum recoverable gas in the 
Adobe Town WSA. 
Conclusion: The No Wilderness Alternative 
would allow 10< the maximum recovery of gas 
(85~ Of 850 bel) in the Adobe Town WSA. 
Under the No Wilderness Allernative. develop-
ment 01 tural gas in the entire 85.710 acres of 
WSA would resull in about 9.07S acres of sur-
face d' lbence due to drill pads, roads. and pipe-
'"- Except lot otmous features such as bones. 
peleontoIogical resources are not ""sily recog-
niad by untre '*' Indivldua • Even though BlM 
~ ·t. discovered during the courw 
01 won. be reported to BLM. .it. may be 
~ through the I ilure of the operator to 
rwcogni:ra tures .. important paleontological 
_ . Therefo<a. paleontotogicalresources on 
9.1J7SKrescouid be destroyed without any knowl-
edge 01 the 'lIIS' axistance 
Conc/UoJon. Destruction of paleontological 
~ Id occur on 9.075 acres 01 the WSA 
_ 10 ~t 01 oil and resources. 
on Ant.lope lind Mule o..r 
Impacts on Raptors 
Because of the wide distribution of projected 
natural gas development. lerruginous hawk fledg-
ling success rates would be expected to be 
between 25-3O'Mo throughout the entire Adobe 
Town WSA. With 22 active nests projected In the 
WSA. only l ive to six would produce fledgling . 
No data exist to indicate fledgling success rates 
lor golden eagles and prairie lalcons. II is as-
sumed that success rates for these two species 
would decrease to an unknown level, but because 
they are more tolerant of human activity. the suc-
cess rate would not drop as low as that lor lerrug-
inous hawks. 
Conclus;on: Between five and six active ferrug~ 
inous hawk nests would produce lledg lings (out 
of a total 01 22) in the entire WSA. Fledgling suc-
cess rates lor golden eagles and prairie lalcons 
would decrease to an unknown level. but would 
not drop as low as that lor lerruginous hawks. 
Partial Wllderness-2 
Under the Partial Wilderness- 2 Alternative. 
16.280 ar.ras 01 the Adobe Town WSA would be 
recommended tor wilderness while the remaining 
69.~ acres would be recommended lor nonwil-
derness uses. The primary impacts under th is al-
ternative relate to oil and gas development and 
the resultant impacts on wilderness values. 
Impacts on Wilderness Values 
Wilderness values on the 16.280 acres recom-
mended lor wilderne s would be protected by leg-
Islative mand te. except lor 1.280 acres 01 exist-
Ing pr.FlPMA leases w.thln the part ial 
wilderness boundary The 1.280 acr s 01 pr. 
FlPMA Ie ses re phys cally capable 01 being 
developed and because 01 the v lid existing 
rights. davelopmentthereon I. expected. The end 
result Is that the wild mess values of naturelness 
nd solitude would be sust Ined on only 15.000 
acres In the pertlal wlldernes. boundary. whll 
n lurlln. nd solitude would essentially be lost 
on 1.280 acres wllh ln the partial wlldern • .,. lillie 
activity is ntlclpated In the short term. but In the 
long t rm full development is expected so wllder-
na v lues would .. entu lIy sufi r 
Ther. would be no specl lIegisl IIva protection 
lot wilderness v lues In the 69.400 cr s recom-
mended lor nonwllderness under th is .lternallve 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
Because 01 the antiCipated development pallern. 
oil and gas activity (well spacing. roads. pipelines. 
and related lacilities). wilderness values 01 natu-
ralness and solitude would essentially be lost on 
the entire 69.430 acres. While lillie oi l and gas 
activity is eXl>8Cted in the short term. it is antici-
pated that the area would eventually reach lull 
development. Thus. wilderness values 01 natural-
ness and sol itude would be lost in the long term 
on the 69.430 acres recommended lor nonwilder-
ness. 
An estimated 50 visitor days annually of recre-
ational ORV use would be eliminated Irom the wil-
derness portion of the WSA. Although encounters 
between ORV users and other recreat ionists are 
infrequent at current use IOlf'els, the elimination of 
ORV use would benel itthe wilderness value of sol-
itude because visitors would not encounter or 
hear ORV users in the area. Vehicle use on the 
1.280 acres 01 pre-Fl PMA leases within the partial 
wilderness boundary would be restricted to autho-
rized (well operators and Bl M inspectors) vehi-
cles only. There wou ld be no recreational ORV 
use in th is 1 . 2~acre portion 01 the part ial wilder-
ness. and thus no Impact Irom recreational ORV 
use to wilderness values. 
Sights and sounds 01 ORV use in the nondesig-
nated portion 01 the WSA would have an adverse 
impact on solitude. The impact would be minimal 
because ORV use is estimated to be less lhan 150 
visitor days annually. Considering the impact 01 
oil and gas development on wilderness values. the 
additional impacts due to recreational ORV use 
would be negligible. 
Conclus;on: Wilderness values 0' naturalness 
and solitude on 16.280 acres would be protected. 
axcept lor 1.280 acres 01 existing pre-FlPMA 
I""ses. Antic ipated 011 and gas acllvlty on the 
69.~ acre nonwilderness portion of the WSA. 
and the 1.280 Icres of pr.FlPMA leases would 
result In tha loss of wilderness values on 70.710 
acre. In the long term. Impacts on wilderness 
values Irom either elimination or continua lion 01 
recr.allonll ORV use would be negligible 
Impacts on Rec:,.atlonal Off-Road 
Vehicle U .. 
An esllmated 50 visitor d ys annually 01 recre-
Ilion I ORV u e would be ellmln ted Irom lhe 
t6.28O cree d sign ted s wllda,ness under th.s 
aitern live Future opportunities would be lor-
gone. However. there Ire similar or superior 
opportunities lor recr lion I ORV usa on public 
lind throughout tha region Any ORV use dis-
placed Irom this portion 01 the WSA upon des'g-
nilion would be bSorbed on the surrounding 
public lind. 
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Recreational ORV use on the 69.4:10 acre non-
wilderness portion 01 the WSA is projected to 
remain below 2oovisitor days annually lor lhe lore-
seeable luture. While 440 miles 01 new road is 
antic ipated in conjunction with oi l and gas devel-
opment. recreational ORV use is not expected to 
increase dramatically. primarily because 01 the 
area's isolation. 
Conclusion: Recreational ORV use Is expected 
to remain below 200 visitor days annually in the 
69.430 acres recommended lor nonwllderness. 
Recreational ORV use 01 50 visitor days annually 
would be eliminated Irom the 16.280 acres recom-
mended lor wilderness. The impact 01 th is action 
on recreational ORV use in the Adobe Town WSA 
would be minimal because of similar or superior 
opportunities lor ORV use on surrounding publ ic 
land. 
Impacts on Cultural RH ource. 
011 and gas development is expected 10 ph~ s-
ically disturb 7.870 acres combined within the 
69.~ acres 01 nonwllderness and the 1.280 acres 
01 pr.FlPMA leases in the partial wilderness 
under th is alternative. Cultural resource sur/eys 
would be required on the disturbed acreage result-
ing in inventory and evaluation at an estimated 
370 cultural resource sites. This represents about 
9% 01 the estimated total number 01 sites In the 
WSA. Inventory and evaluation 01 these sites 
would enhance knowledge about the pallern of 
post human ctivity in the WSA. However. these 
sites would necessarily be destroyed .n the pro-
cess 0 1 salv glng them prior to surlace disturb-
ance. In so doing. I.aturesthat may not be .mpor-
t"nt today. but could be ex"emely valuable in lhe 
lutur . wou ld be lost. This Iso eliminates any 0 1 
these sites Irom being pr.served .n pi ce lor 
luture study 
In Ihe 16.280 cres recommended lor wilder-
ness. no 011 and g.s activ.ty or other surf ce dis-
turbance would occur on IS.ooo dcres. Cultur I 
r source slles on this I S.OOO cr . .. would remain 
largely undisturbed lor luture sclentilic .tudy and 
Interpre, lion 01 the resource v lues to the publiC 
ConclUSIon. SurfDce disturbance on 7.870 
cres would r .ultln the Inventory nd av luallon 
01 boul ~ 01 the WSA's cuilur I resource si te. 
Thi. would enh nceth knowledge Dboullh pat-
tern 0 1 p st hum n cllvlty In Ihe WSA. Dut the 
si tes would nece. rlly be d s"oyed. and ther. 
would b no opportunity lor pres rvallon 01 th.se 
sites Cuilural resourc~ sile. on the rem Inlng 
77.840 cres would remain largely undisturbed 
lor lutur. study 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
The Partial Wiklemess-2 Alternative would not 
..sun In the remo t or reduction in the number 
of ~ utilizIng the WSA. Maintenance and 
construction of range improvements would con-
tinue as long til t ICtivity did not impair wiider-
In general. motor vehicle access would only be 
llIowed in emergencies and on special occasions, 
noIlor '-ling. moving, or checking livestock. In 
part of the WSA not recommended for wilder· 
designation. there would be no restrictions, 
Impacts on liwstock grazing would be minimal 
on the portion of the WSA recommended for WII-
demas under this J emative. That portion of the 
Roc:II Springs GrazIng Associabon Allotment 
. the part' J wilderness boundary is not nor-
grmed by domestic sheep in lhe winter 
beaIuse of the r ' s isolation. The Cow Creek 
_ sumlMf range SO vehicle use is not 
critical to e _I net safe use of the allotment. 
None of the Adobe Town Allotment lies within Ihe 
wilderness boundary A 1m II part of the 
Creel< Allotment lies within the parti I wII-
demfts boundary. but Its isoI tion makes it use 
I~ under ny cIes'9n toon. 
There Id be no Impacts on livestock grittIng 
the ,. recommended for nonwllderne" 
under • ematl .. Sur/oca disturbance would 
..... on I of IeS$ then '''' of tho totll AUMs 
Iotments conllllnlng the WSA 
CottcNoIon There Id be mInIm I Impacts 
on lock razIng withIn lhe part,.1 WIlderness 
boundary here Id be no reduction of It_ 
_ and he partl.' WI!dem&S$' isoI tlon Itmlts 
u ft tOn In ""nfer under .ny deSI n tion 
There lei be no Impacts on Itvestock gr",'n 
1ft nonw"".meu portion of lho WSA 
_loQmenton 
tes WI tun I1'le C-t1 I w, .... 
non iderness portoons 
~ nd wf'tlch lie withIn 
"If and npa . 
plan of development could show Ihat there would 
be no significant impacts on other resource 
values. Thus. 28'l4o of the gas within Ihe WSA 
would be unrecoverable under this alternative. 
Conclusion: This alternative would allow for 
necovery of 7~ (720 bef) of Ihe gas on 70.710 
acres within Ihe Adobe Town WSA. 
Imp8Cb on P.leontologlcal RHources 
Developmenl of nalural gas in Ihe 69.430 acres 
recommended for nonwilderness uses and the 
1.280 acres of pre-FLPMA leases in the wilderness 
portion would resua in aboul 7.870 acres of sur-
face dislurbance due to drill pads. roads. and pipe-
lines. Except for obvious features such as bones. 
paleontological resources are not eaSIly recog-
nized by untrained individuals. Even though BLM 
requires that sites discovered during the course 
of work be reported to BLM. sites are likely 10 be 
destroyed through the fa ilure of the operator to 
recognize features as important paleontological 
remains. Therefore. paleontological resources on 
7.870acrescould be destroyed without any knowl-
edge of the .ites' existence. Conversely. paleon-
tological resources on n .&40 acres would remain 
undisturbed and would be available for scientific 
study 
Conclusion: Destruction of paleontological 
resources would occur on 7.870 acres of Ihe non-
wlldern8S$ portion due to development of oil and 
g s resources Paleontological resources would 
nomlln largely undisturbed on n .&40 acres 
because there would be no surface disturbance 
from 011 and g85 ctlvitles 
Impacts on Antelope .nd Mule D"r 
Impacts on antelope Ind mule deer would be 
simll r 10 Ihose described under Ihe Proposed 
ActIon Ant lope would h b,tulle 10 Incre sed 
hum n ICtlvity nd would be e" ntially unaf-
fected Mule deer would be dlspllced from th 
nonwlldern. S portion (69.~ cr s) Into Ihe wll-
de,ne" J)O,tlon (18.280 cres) or 10 are s outside 
the WSA These 'eAS could sllyaccommodale 
tho displaced nlmels 
Conclusion T~er" would be no signlficanl 
Impacts on nt lope or mul deer Dis pi cemenl 
of mule deer would be e Ity ccommod led 
Imp8C on Reptorl 
Impacts on r ptors would be Slmll r 10 lhose 
deSCribed under Ih" P'oposed Action. xcept t~lt 
n turally occurring fledgling succe r les would 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
occur on 16.280 acres within the area recom-
mended for wilderness. There are projected to be 
four active ferruginous hawk nests in the suitable 
portion of the WSA; therefore. two nests would 
produce fledglings. On Ihe nonwilderness por-
tion. ferruginous hawk fledgling succe" rates 
would be expected to decrease to 25-3O'l4o. Of the 
18 active nests projected to be in this J)Ortion of 
the WSA. only four to five would produce fledg-
lings. 
No data exist to indicate fledgling success rates 
for golden eagles or prairie falcons. It is known. 
however. that these two species are more tolerant 
of human disturbance than are ferruginous 
hawks. Thus. in the t 6.280 acres recommended 
for wilderne". golden eagle and prairie falcon 
fledgling success rates would be those occurring 
naturally. In the nonwilderne" portion. fledgling 
succe" rates for golden eagles and prairie fal -
cons would decrease at an unknown rate. but 
would probably not decrease to the same degree 
as for ferrug inous hawks. 
Conclusion: Under Ihe Partial Wilderness-2 
Alternative. between four and five active ferrugi-
nous hawk nests (out of a Iota I of 22) would pro-
duce fledglings. Fledgling succe" rates for 
golden eagles and prairie falcons would remain 
Ihe same In the 16.280acres recommended for wil-
derne". In the 69.430 acres of nonwilderness. 
fledgling success rates for these Iwo species 
would decrease 10 an unknown level . but would 
probably not decrease 10 Ihe same degree as for 
ferruginous hawks. 
All Wilderness 
Under this alternative, Ihe entire 85,710 acres 
of Adobe Town would be recommended for wil-
derness designation. The primary Impacts here 
relate to all and gas develop men I on pre-FlPMA 
lelses and the resultant Impacts on wilderness 
vllues 
Impacts on Wilde me .. V.lue. 
Wlldern ss values on 85.710 cres of Ihe WSA 
would be given Ihe special legislative protection 
Ifforded 10 deSignated wild rness. excepl for 
39.300 ecres of pre-FLPMA lelses WIthin Ihe 
WSA These 39.300 acres would be open 10 all nd 
gas Ie Ing Ind developmenl because of Ihe valid 
exlltlng rights of pre-FLPMA all nd g s I" ses 
Becluse of the spacing of wells. roads. and pIpe-
line network. nd related facilities. wilderness 
vllues would essentlilly be lost on 39.300 acres 
of deSignated wild rness under Ihls Iternatlve 
While little oil and gas activity is expected in the 
sh"rt term. it is expected that the area would even-
tually reach full development. Thus. wilderness 
values of naturalness and solitude would be lost 
in the long term on 39.300 acres. 
An estimated 200 visi tor days annually of recre-
ational ORV use would be eliminated from the 
WSA. While there would be 215 miles of new road 
associated with oil and gas development. Ihese 
would be open 10 authorized vehicles (well oper-
ators and BLM inspectors) only. Thus. there 
would be no increase in recreational ORV use 
because of new roads. Although encounters be-
tween recreational ORV users and other recrea-
tionists are infrequent at current use levels. the 
elimination of ORV use would benefit the wilder-
ness value of solitude because visitors would nOI 
encounter or hear ORV users in the WSA. 
Conclusion: Under the All Wilderness Alterna-
tive. wilderness values would be protected only 
on 46.410 acres. Wilderness values would essen-
tially be lost on 39.300 acres of pre-FLPMA leases 
in a deSignated wilderness. While elim ination of 
recreational ORV use would enhance opportuni-
ties for solitude. oil and gas activity on pre-
FLPMA leases would make Ih is beneficiallmpacl 
negligible on 39.300 acres. 
Imp8Cl. on Recre.tlon.1 Olf-Ro.d 
Vehicle Use 
An estimated 200 visi tor days annually 01 ORV 
use would be eliminaled from the entire WSA 
Future opportunities would be forgone However, 
there are similar or superior opportunities 'or 
ORV use on publ ic land Ihroughout the regIon 
Any ORV use displaced from Ihe WSA would be 
absorbed on Ihe surrounding public land 
Conclusion: Recreational ORV use of 200 VIS-
Itor days annually would be forgone; the Imp cIS 
of displaCing thiS use to other nonwildernes.s 
public land would be negligible 
ImplICtt on Cultur.1 Re.ourcn 
Oil nd gas ctlvlty Is exp cled 10 phYSIcally dls-
lurb 3.750 acres within Ih 39.300 acres of pre-
FLPMA leases under IhlS Iternal iv Cultur I re-
source surveys would be reQUIred on the 
disturbed creage. r.sultlng In Inventory nd evol 
U8110n 0' n estimated 175 culturat resource sites 
ThIS Is bout.'" at Ihe 8sllmal d lot I number of 
sites on the WSA Invenlory and 8V lusllon 01 
Ihese sites would enhance knowledge aboul Ihe 
p Itern of pasl human Cltvl ly In Ihe WSA 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
Howewr. these sites would necessarily be 
destroyed on the process 01 salvaging them prior 
to surface disturbance. In SO doing. leatures that 
may not be important today. but could be 
extremely YlI luabie in the future. would be lost. 
This also etiminates any of these sites from being 
preserved in place for future study. Sites on 
35.550 act1!S would remain largely undisturbed 
for tuture study. 
In the remaining ~ •• 10. no oil and gas activities 
or othe< surface disturbance would occur. Cul-
tural resource sites would remain largely undis-
tUTbed lor future scientific study and interpreta-
Hot> of the resource values to the public. 
Conclusion: Oil and gas activi ty on 39.300 acres 
of pre-Fl PMA leases would disturb 3.750 acres. 
Cultural resource surveys on these 3.750 acres 
would result in the inventory and evaluation of 
about . of the WSA's cultural resource sites. 
While entNmcing the knowledge about the pattern 
of pat human activity in the WSA. the sites would 
necessarity be destroyed and there would be no 
O99Or1Unoty to preserve these sites. Cultural 
resource Sites would remain largely undisturbed 
for future study on 81.960 acres. 
IlnpKb on Livestock Grazing 
The WSA would continue to provide 5.068 
A ElIostong r nge omprovements could be 
maontaoned nd new ones could be constructed. 
tong lIS they conformed with the Wilderness 
Management PolICy None re currently planned 
for the rea Motor vehocle access would not be 
lowed 
Wllderness destgnatoon would make the opera-
ton' management 01 tovestock on the WSA more 
dillleu WI'o. they could monotor lheor sheep by 
P>oneI)ec and move theor sheep wagons by horse 
on WSA tho. becomes much more doHicult and 
ris y In IN wtnt., tNn ,f It were done with a moto'~ 
12" ""1C1e The result m y be lhat the tovestock 
operator may choose to tJlke vofuntlry nonuse 01 
WSA Th eould fleet up to 3.893 AUM. or 
..,. of t I AUMs on lhe Rock Spring. Or1l70ng 
Auoc IOn Allotmenl Ind lhe Wlilow Creek AlloI-
menl Mofor""oclelKc on IheCow CrHk Allot-
not I eflta' bec.8use It IS summer 
Very I. of lhe Adobe Town Allotmeni o. 
WSA nd wh IS on he WSA IS oly acce ... 
by .,o.cI tong lhe WSA'. t,n bound-
.,., The added dl/flCulty would only be m nif-
on the Rock Sprong 0, zing Assocoaloon 
AI men nd I Wlilow C'H Alloimeni 
Conclusion: DeSignation of the entire Adobe 
Town WSA (85.710 ac,es) would make manage-
menl of liveslock by lhe ope,alors more difficult 
by el iminating vehicle use. This could result in 
operalors laking volunlary nonuse 013,893 AUMs 
in the Rock Springs Grazing Associalion Allol-
menl and Ihe Willow Creek Allolment. The Adobe 
Town Allolmenl and the Cow Creek Allolment 
would be unaffecled by Ihis aclion. 
Impacts on Energy and Minerai 
Deyelopment 
Under Ihe All Wilderness Alternalive. 39.300 
acres of exisling pre-FlPMA leases would be 
open for oil and gas development. Given con-
slrainls due 10 sleep slopes. surface waler. and 
riparian areas, th is would result in about 89 wells 
recovering 35% of Ihe gas within Ihe Adobe Town 
WSA. There would be no oil and gas developmenl 
on Ihe rema ining 46.410 acres oflhe WSA. Thus. 
65% of Ihe gas in Ihe Adobe Town WSA would be 
unrecoverable under this alternative. Table 6 illus-
Irales the comparat ive summary of Ihe amounl of 
natural gas recoverable under each of the four 
alternatives. 
Conclusion: The All Wilderness Alternal ive 
would allow lor Ihe recovery of 35% of Ihe gas 
with on Ihe Adobe Town WSA. 
TABLES 
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY 
OF THE ALTERNATIVES 
Altemeli.e 
P.rcenl 01 Gel 
Aeco •• reble 
Proposed Acl ion ' 
(Parlial Wilderness) 
No Wilderness' 
All Wl ldernes.' 
P rllal Wildernes.-2' 
80 
85 
35 
72 
• Includes rno5t of tn. Ir •• I"al IS Imorlcllcttl 10 
__ 00 
, Not t~ gII.5 recovery because 0' .r • .5 of Sleeo 
slopes. drainages. Inecc.sslb,hty 
J Assumes cMvelooment on 37 790 act., 0' or.~FLFJMA 
"'!4H •• ceOI In I' •• ! 0' sleeo slopes drlftnlg. and 
tnecCMS,blhty 
t AssUlfte!l de~ooment on 1 280 ee, ... of O'.~FlPMA 
...... 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
Impact. on Plileontologlcal Resources 
Developmenl of nalural gas in Ihe 39,300 acres 
of pre-FlPMA leases would result in about 3,750 
acres of surface disturbance due to drill pads. 
roads, and pipelines. Except for obvious features 
such as bones, paleontological resources are not 
easily recognized by untrained individuals. Even 
though BlM requires that siles discovered during 
the course of work be reported 10 BlM. sites are 
likely 10 be deslroyed Ihrough Ihe fa ilure of Ihe 
operalor to recognize features as important 
paleontological remains. Therefore, paleontolog-
ical resources on 3.750 acres could be destroyed 
withoul any knowledge of Ihe siles' exislence. 
Conversely. paleontological resources on the 
remaining acres would remain undisturbed and 
would be available for scienlific study. 
Conclusion: Deslruction of paleontological 
resources would occur on 3.750 acres due 10 
development of oil and gas resources. Paleonto-
logical resources would remain largely undis-
lurbed on the remaining acres because Ihere 
would be no surface disturbance from oil and gas 
activi ties. 
Impact. on Antelope and Mule Deer 
Under the All Wilderness Alternative. surface 
dislurbance would be signi ficantly reduced. As a 
result , there would be no impacts on anlelope. 
The developments would be suHiciently spread 
out so that little, if any. displacement of mule deer 
would occur. 
Conclusion: There would be no significant 
impacls on anlelope and mule deer. Anlelope 
would nol be affected. Little. if any. displacement 
of mule deer would occur. 
Impact. on Rapton! 
Under Ihe All Wilderness Alternative. 
decreased fledgl ing success rales would occur 
only in the 39.300 acres of pre-FLPMA leases on 
which developmenl i.expecled. Becausedevelop-
ment would be somewhet less concentrated Ihan 
in nonwlldernes • • fledgling success for ferrugi-
nous hawk. would be expecled 10 be aboul 
35 .... 0%. There are proJecled 10 be 12 active ferrug-
Inou. hawk ne.ls In the 39.300 acres of pre-
FLPMA lea.e Therefore, belween lour and five 
would produce lIedglings. Success rates 01 ferrug-
Inou. hawks in Ihe remeinder ollhe WSA (46.410 
acres) would be between 45-55%. Here. of Ihe 10 
nesls projecled 10 be in Ihe area. aboul live would 
produce lIedglings 
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No data exislto indicale fledgl ing success rates 
for golden eagles or prairie falcons. Because 
these two species are more tolerant of human ac-
tivity than are ferruginous hawks, and because 
developmenl would be somewhat less concen-
Iraled. very little decrease in lIedgling success 
rales would be expecled in the 39.300 acres of pre-
FlPMA leases. No change in success rates would 
be expected in the remainder of the WSA (46.410 
acres). 
Conclusion: Under Ihe All Wilderness alterna-
tive, nine to ten active ferruginous hawk nests (out 
of 22 lotal) would produce fledglings. Success 
rates for golden eagles and prairie falcons would 
remain essenlially unchanged from Ihat normally 
found in nature. 
FERRIS MOUNTAINS 
Proposed Action (All Wilderness) 
Under the Proposed Action. Ihe enlire Ferris 
Mounlains WSA (22.245 acres) would be recom-
mended for wilderness designation. The primary 
impacts of this action relate to wilderness desig-
nalion and Ihe resultanl forgone opportunil ies for 
mineral development and limber harvest. 
Impacts on Wilderness Values 
Wilderness values on 22.245 acres (the entire 
WSA) would be given Ihe special legislalive pro-
lection afforded 10 designaled wilderness. No 
timber harvesting would occur The entire area 
would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral 
enlry and leasing. Currenl uses of Ihe 160-acre pri-
vale inholding in Ihe WSA are compatible with wil-
derness and are nol projected 10 change. There-
lore. Ihere would be no adverse effecls 10 
wilderness values adJacenl 10 Ihe inholding 
The 600 acres of prescribed burns would have 
the appearance of natural fire in the short term. 
and would be assenloally unnoticeable on Ihalong 
lerm. As a result . Ihe prescribed burns would nol 
adversely affect wilderness values. 
An astimaled 10 vlso lor days nnually 01 racre-
al oonal ORV use would be elimlnaled by wilder' 
ness deSignation A:though encounters between 
ORV users and olher recreal ioniSi' are on frequent 
al cu rrenl levelS 01 use. Ihe elimination of ORVs 
would benefil Ihe woldarnass vDlue of soil iude 
because visitors would not encounter or hear 
ORV users In Ihearea Beneficl81lmp.cts on nalu-
ralness would be negligoble because currenl use 
levels are low 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
Conclusion: Wilderness values of naturalness 
and solitude would be protected on the entire 
22.2~acre Ferris Mountains WSA. 
Impectl on Recreetlonel Otf-Roed 
Veflide U .. 
An estimated 10 visitor days annually 01 recre-
ational ORV use would be eliminated from the 
entire 22.2~ acres of the WSA. Future opportuni-
ties would be forgone. However, there are similar 
or superior opportunities lor ORV use on public 
land throughout the region. Any ORV use dis-
placed from the WSA upon wilderness designa-
tion would be absorbed with no consequence on 
surrounding public land. 
Conclusion: Recreational ORV use of 10 visitor 
days annually would be lorgone; the impacts of 
diSplacing this use to other nonwilderness publiC 
nd would be negligible. 
Impectl on Forest Menegement Actions 
By designating the WSA as wilderness. post 
nd pole harvest opportunities on 1.000 acres of 
commercial timber would be forgone. Approxi-
mate harvest of 8 MMBF oyer the next SO to 100 
years would be forgone. There are no timber sales 
planned In the WSA In the near future. so there 
would be no short term effects on timber harvest-
In9 due to wlkiernes.s designation 
Conc/uslO(l: Wilderness deSignallon would 
forgo timber harvest of 8 MMBF oyer Ihe nexl SO 
10 100 years No limber sales are planned in Ihe 
WSA In lhe ne r future. so Ihere would be no .hort-
term tmpects due to wlkterness deSignation 
Impectl on Energy end Mlnerel 
DewIopment 
The ani"" WSA woul" be Withdrawn Irom mon-
..., ng No In'er"., has been shown In droll-
"'9 t'''" lhe WSA. and II h • been Id"nllfied as 
haVI".. potenllal Fulure opportunities 10 
expfote for Ofl end gas resource. on 22.245 acres 
lei be for one 
The ent,,. r •• woufd be WIthdrawn from m:n-
er entry Pr)(),. to commencmg wQlk on the elClst-
""9 elms In the WSA. a Vlhdlty eleamlnehon must 
lhe cl 1m. hold sufflcI"nl Quanilly and 
of rna ."., "" Ihal a prudenl man could 
pQeCt bkt return on hiS Investment For 
__ of analysts II IS umed Ihallhe ex ISI-
... In lhe WSA would not pa s. yahd-
IOn .nd lhus could nOI be developed 
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Conclusion: Opportunities 10 explore for and 
deyelop potential locatable minera l deposifs 
would be forgone. Howeyer. there is low pOlential 
for locatable minerals, so no production would be 
forgone. There would be no oil and gas deyelop-
ment activit ies. 
Impects on Elk and Bighorn Sheep 
There wou ld be no surface disturbance on 
22.245 acres under Ihe Proposed Action. Exclu-
sion of activities such as road building and timber 
harvest would help ensure long-term preservalion 
of elk and bighorn sheep habitat Ihroughoul Ihe 
WSA. Prescribed burns would improve forage 
quality on 600 acres of bighorn sheep habitat. 
This could double Ihe number of an ima ls utiliz ing 
the WSA to 120. 
Conclusion: Exclusion of roads and timber har-
vests would help ensu re long-term protection of 
elk and bighorn sheep habital on 22.245 acres. 
The sheep population in the WSA is expected 10 
double from 60 to 120. 
Impects on Reptora 
The Proposed Action would provide long-Ierm 
proteclion of nesling habitat for raptors. Nesl fa il-
ure rates for golden eagles, prairie falcons, and 
other raplors would be Ihal l ypically expected for 
a re latiYely undisturbed area 
Conclusion: Long-term protection of nesting 
habitat would be provided on 22.245 acres of Ihe 
Ferris Mounta ins WSA. 
No Wilderness/No Action 
Alternative 
Under Ihls allernallye. Ihe enll re 22.245 acres 
of Ihe WSA would be recommended for nonwllder-
ness uses The primary Impacts under thiS alter-
native relate to limber harvest and the resultant 
Impacts on wilderness values 
Impects on Wlldeme .. Velues 
The enttre WSA would be recommended non -
SUitable for wilderness deSignation and nonp of 
Ihe wilderness yalues on 22.245 acres would 
receive the speciallegislahve protection prOVided 
by Wilderness deSignation In Ihe long lerm. har-
vest of 8 MMBF of commerClsl timber over the 
next SO to 100 years would adversely affect wllder-
nflU values 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
The 600 acres of prescribed burns would have 
the appearance of natural lire in the short term. 
and would be essentially unnoticeable in the long 
term. As a resull. the prescribed burns would not 
adyersely affect wilderness yalues. 
Timber harvest oyer the next SO to 100 years 
would resull in the wilderness yalue of natural-
ness being lost on 1.0SO acres consisting of the 
timber sale areas and new roads. Further. the per-
ception of naturalness would be adYersely 
impacted on an addit ional 2.9SO acres surround-
ing the timber actiYily. the area in which at least 
some portion of the man-caused deyelopment 
could be seen by a casual visitor. Impacts would 
include noise of the logging equipment, the new 
roads. and the equ ipment itself while the timber 
was being harvested. The aftermath of timber har-
vest (roads. stumps. and slash) would also 
adYersely impact naturalness. The end resull is 
4.000 acres on which the witderness yalues of 
naturalness would be ei ther lost or impaired. 
The wilderness yalue of solitude would be sim-
ilarly impaired but essentially only during the 
period of active timber harvest. Sights and sounds 
of the logging operation would reduce the feeling 
of solitude while logging took place. Afterwards. 
the impaci to soli tude would be negligible. 
Current uses of the lSD-acre private inholding 
and adjacent state and private lands are not pro-
jected to change. Therefore. there would be no ad-
verse effects to wilderness yalues adjacent 10 the 
state and private lands. 
Assessment work on the four existing lode 
claims on the eastern side of the WSA would 
resull in the wilderness yalue of naturalness being 
lost on 100 acresolthe WSA. Impacts would come 
from yisual ground di.turbance. new roads. and 
machinery. While little acliyity is expected in the 
. hort term. In the long term wilderness yalues on 
100 acres would suffer. No oi l and gas actiylty is 
expected. so no impacts would occur. 
Other recreation uses would Increase slightly 
but would remain below 1.7SO ylsllor day. annu-
ally for the foreseeable future. This increase 
would nol significantly Impact opportunilies for 
solitude. 
Conclu&ion: The wlldernes. yalues of natural-
ness and solitude In the Ferris Mountain. WSA 
would be lo.t or Impaired on • . 100 acres In Ihe 
long term due to timber harvesling and minerai 
deyelopment. No limber .ales or mining deyelop-
ment are planned In Ihe WSA . • 0 there wou ld be 
no short-term impacts on wilderness yalues 
caused by timber harvest • . 
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Impects on Recreetlonel Otf-R08d 
Vehicle U .. 
As a resull of the ORV closure. an estimated 10 
visitor days annually of recreat ional ORV use 
would be eliminated from the entire 22.245 acres 
of the WSA. The 7.5 miles of new road associated 
with timber harvest would not be accessible to rec-
reational ORV users. There would be no increase 
in accessibil ity. 
Conclusion: There would be no increase in 
accessibility in the WSA. Recreat ional ORV use 
of 10 visitor days annually would be forgone. 
There would be no significant impacts on recre-
ational ORV use. 
Impects on Forest Menegement Actions 
With th is aliernatiYe. 8 MMBF of primarily post 
and pole commercial timber on 1.000 acres would 
be harvesled in the next SO to 100 years. Other in-
tensive forest management activities could occur 
on the remaining 8.000 acres of forested land in 
the WSA. The foresled land would be managed 
to produce a sustained yield oyer Ihe long term. 
Conclusion: Timber harvest on 1,000 acres 
would occur under th is aliernatiYe. resull ing in 8 
MMBF of posts and poles cut oyer the next SO to 
tOO years. No sales are planned in the short term. 
Olher forest management practices could occur 
in the WSA. 
ImplICts on Energy and Mlnerel 
Development 
The entire Ferris Mounlains WSA (22.245 acres) 
would be open to mineral entry and leasing. All 
of the WSA would be aYaiiable for all and gas e,-
ploretion and deyelopment, except lor areas in 
excess of 25'11> slope or wilhin 500 feet of surface 
water and riparian areas. However, no interest has 
been shown in drilling within Ihe WSA and Ihe 
area has low potential. so no actiYify is expected 
All 22.245 acres of the WSA would be open 10 
locatable minerel entry. Assessmenl work on Ihe 
existing lode claims would continue Howeyer. 
there Is a tow pOlential for locatable minerals In 
Ihe WSA. so no deyelopment of these claims IS 
expected. 
Conclusion: Potenlial energy and minerai 
resources would be ay liable lor deyelopment. 
There is low potential for such resources in the 
WSA .0 no deyelopmenl I. expecled. 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
Impects on Elk end Bighorn Sheep 
Under the No Wilderness Alternative. timber 
harvesting would occur. Small quantities of hab-
itat would be lost until disturbed areas were 
reclaimed or harvest activities ended. However, 
because harvests would not occur while the ani-
mals are on their crucial winter ranges. and 
because roads built would be used only for har-
~t activiti~. there would be no significant 
Impacts to eIther of these species. Prescribed 
bums would improve forage quality on 600 acres 
of bighorn sheep habitat. thus doubling the 
number of sheep utilizing the WSA to 120. 
Conclusion: About 600 acres of bighorn sheep 
~bitat would be improved by burning. thus dou-
blIng the sheep population in the WSA. 
Impects on ReptOB 
Under the No Wilderness Alternative. timber 
harvesting would occur. but would not be allowed 
during the raptors' nesting periods. Stipulation 
2b. (see Appendix) would be applied to all timber 
sales to protect nesting raptors. As a result. rap-
tors would not be significantly aHected. Addition-
Illy. MW rOlds built for timber harvest activit ies 
would not be open to the general public. There 
would be no increase n vehicle traffic and thus, 
no Impact to raptors. A .,atural nest failure rate 
for golden eagles. prairIe falcons. and other rap-
tors would be expected 
ConclusIOn: Because of restrictions to timber 
MISting dUring nesting periods. thera would be 
no Slgnlfant Impacts to raptors under the No Wil-
~AIt rnl"ve 
Enhanced Wllderne .. Altern.tlve 
With tt." I I ematlve. the entire 22.245 acres of 
lhe WSA would be recommended lor wll-lerness 
Add oonelly. 1.lIOOecres ofldlacentstlt.ar d prl-
• nels Id be proposed lor cqulsitlon 
through exchange or purch se nd Incorpor ted 
"'to he designated wilderness. Tha primary 
pacts"., r I t 10 lorgone opportunities lor 
mo raI _lo9menl Ind limber harv st Ind the 
enhancement of w.lderness v lues on a larger 
ecrMge 
on W_..... va on 2400 acres (the ent"e 
WSA _ ecr...,.) Id be grven the ope-
..... p4' ect..", p4'ovided by wolderness 
designation. No timber harvesting would occur. 
The entire area would be withdrawn Irom all lorms 
of mineral entry and leasing. 
Current uses 01 the ISO-acre private inholding 
and the 1.640 acres of state and private land iden-
tified for inclusion are compatible with wilderness 
and are not projected to change. Therefore. while 
there are no antiCipated beneficial impacts on wil-
derness values from including an additional 1.800 
acres into the designated wilderness. official des-
ignation would be the only method to assure that 
wilderness values on the add itional acreage 
would be maintained in the long term. 
The 600 acres of prescribed burns would have 
the appearance of natural fire in the short term 
and would be essentially unnoticeable in the long 
term. As a result . the prescribed burns would not 
adversely affect wilderness values. 
An estimated 10 visilor days annually 01 recre-
atIonal ORV use would be eliminated by wilder-
ness designation. Although encounters between 
ORV users and other recreat ionists are infrequent 
at current levels of use. the elimination of ORVs 
would benelit the wilderness value of sol itude 
because visitors would not encounter or hear 
ORV users in the area. Beneficial impacts on natu-
ralness would be negligible because current use 
levels are low. 
ConclUSion: Wilderness vRlues of naturalness 
and solitude would be protected on 24.045-acres 
of the expanded wilderness. 
Impec:tl on Rec:reetlonel OH· Roed 
Vehicle U .. 
.An estimated 10 visitor days annually 01 recre-
aloonal ORV use would be eliminated Irom the 
expanded 24.045-acre WSA. Future opportunities 
would be forgone. However. there are similar or 
superior opportunities for ORV use on public land 
throughout the region. Any ORV use displaced 
Irom the WSA upon wilderness designation would 
be absorbed with no consequence on surround~ 
Ing public land 
Conclusion: Recreat ional ORV use 01 to visitor 
days annually would be forgone; the Impact 01 dis-
placing this use to other nonwilderness public 
land would be negligible 
Impec:1I on For .. t Menegement Actions 
By design tlng the WSA as wolderness. timber 
harvest opportunities on t .OOO acres of commer-
cial timber would be lorgone ApprOXImate har-
vest of 8 MMBF 01 posts and pol s over the next 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
50 to 100 years would be forgone. There are no 
timber sales planned in the WSA. so there would 
be no short term eHects on timber harvesting due 
to wilderness designation. 
Conclusion: Wilderness designation of the 
expanded aree (24.00 acres) would forgo timber 
harvest of 8 MMBF over the next 50 to 100 years. 
No timber seles are planned in the near future in 
the WSA. so there would be no short-term impacts 
due to wilderness deSignation. 
Impec:1I on Energy end Mlnerel 
Deyelopment 
The entire expanded WSA would be withdrawn 
from minerai leasing. No interest has been shown 
in drilling with in the WSA. and it has been Iden-
tified as having low potential. Future opportuni-
ties to explore for and develop oil and gas 
resources on 24.045 acres would be lorgone. 
The entire area would be withdrawn from min-
erai entry. Prior to commenCing work on the exist-
ing claims in the WSA. a val idity examination must 
show that the claims hold sufficient quantity and 
quality of material so that a prudent man could 
expect a reasonable return on his investment. For 
purposes of analysis. it is assumed that the exist-
ing claims with in the WSA would not pas. a valid-
ity examination and thus. could not be developed. 
Other. as yet. undiscovered energy and mineral 
resources could not be developed. 
Conclusion: Opportunities to explore lor and 
develop potential locatable mineral deposits 
would be forgone. However. there is low potential 
for locatable minerals. so no production would be 
lorgone. Thera would be no oil and gas develop-
ment activities. 
Impec:tl on Elk end Bighorn ShHP 
Impacts on elk and bighorn sheep under the 
Enhanced Wilderness Alternative would be Ihe 
same to Ihose described lor the Proposed Action. 
except that long-term preservetlon of habitat 
would occur on 24.00 acres. Because this alter-
native would ensure that development activit ies 
would be excluded on the expanded acreage 
(none are planned) . addit ional elk nd bighorn 
sheep habitat would be preserved In the long 
term. Prescribed burns would improve lorage 
quality on 600 acres 01 bighorn sheep habitat. 
thus doubling the number 01 sheep utilizing the 
WSA to 120. 
Conclusion: Long-term preservation of elk and 
bighorn sheep habitat would occur on 24.045 
acres. About 600 acres of bighorn sheep habitat 
would be improved by burning. thus doubling the 
sheep population in the WSA. 
Impec:1I on ReptoB 
Under the Enhanced Wilderness Alternative. 
impacts on raptors would be similar to those 
described under the Proposed Act ion. except that 
long-term protection 01 nesting habitat would be 
increased to a total of 24.045 acres. Naturally 
occurring nest failure rates for golden eagles. prai-
rie lalcons. and other raptors would be expected. 
Conclusion: Long-term protection of raptor 
nesting habitat would be increased to 24.045 
acres under the Enhanced Wilderness Alterna-
tive. 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
SHORT-TERM USE OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT AND THE 
MAINTENANCE AND 
ENHANCEMENT OF 
LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 
If a WSA is not deSignated wilderness. all pra-
sent. short-term uses would continue. Off- road 
vehicle use. timber harvest. monlng. and minerai 
leasing activities would result in the loss 01 wolder-
ness values over the long term. 
iI an area is deSignated wilderness. It would 
ensure the long- term productivity 01 ecosystems 
and would maintain or enhance present wilder-
ness values. Motorized vehicles could no longer 
be used except where prescribed by an areo's wil-
derness man gement plan Mlnerol resources 
would not be 8vall ble for development Iter the 
date 01 designation . • ub ject to a v IIdlty examina-
tion 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
IRREVERSIBLE AND 
IRRETRIEVABLE 
COMMITMENT OF 
RESOURCES 
Activities such as mining. mineral leasing. and 
materiaJ sales could create an irreversible commit-
ment 01 the wilderness resource in part or all 01 
a WSA. if not designated as wilderness. Wi lder-
ness designation would not create an irretrievable 
or irreversible commitment of resources within a 
WSA. Designation would restrict or stop develop-
mentactivities and maintain an area's natural con-
dition. If. in the future. Congress decided it would 
be in the national interest to develop certain 
resources within a wilderness. Ihey can mOdify 
Ihe law to allow it. 
CHAPTER 5 
CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 
INTRODUCTION 
The Adobe TownIferris Mountains Wilderness 
"'IN' Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) 
was prepllred by specialists lrom BLM's Rawlins 
0is1rict OffICe, with assistance lrom the Wyoming 
5 Office. Disciplines and slc ills used to 
de¥eIop this EIS were: vegetation and range use, 
soils. ~Iion. geology, climate, economics. 
cu/tu,., resources. public affairs, wildlife, and 
word procaaing. The writing of the EIS began in 
July t982: .... rch began in 1978 with the wilder-
.- review required by FLPMA. The process 
included ;n..,tories of resources, public partici-
petion, and coordination with other agencies. 
Ot'ganiutJons. and individuals. Care has been 
exercised to ensure that the public was consulted 
and informed throughout the wilderness review 
ptoc.s, 
An 8C\Mt public invoMlrnent process aided in 
de¥eIoptng tllia EIS. Public opinion was elicited 
rough a public ~Ing in Rawlins. mailings to 
an 8JC1ens .... I t of groups and Individuals. par-
tonal interviews. and a notice in the F edera/ Reg-
Ust of Prepue,.. 
An bIe 
OveIrficMlON P troleum Engineer, Bur u 01 
~ Man.gement. 3 years. AMOCO Production 
Comgeny. 2 years. B 5 GeologIcal Engln ring. 
Soulr> Sd100I of Mines and Technology 
Resources 
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Tim Bottomley 
Qualifications: Forester. Bureau 01 Land Man-
agement. 8 years; B.S. Forest Management. Uni-
versity 01 Illinois. 
Responsibility: Forest Resources 
Larry Claypool 
Qualifications: Petroleum Engineer. Bureau 01 
Land Management. 3 years; B.S., Petroleum Engi-
neering, University 01 Wyoming. 
Responsibility: Oil and Gas Resources 
Rick Colvin 
Qualilications: Outdoor Recreation Planner. 
Bureau 01 Land Management. 7 years; B.S .. 
Resource Recreation Management, Oregon State 
University; M.A .. InterdiSCiplinary StUdies. Ore-
gon State University. 
Responsibility: Team Leader lor l inal EIS; over-
all direction and management. 
Jim Farrell 
Qualifications: Wildli le Biologist. Bureau 01 
Land Management, 7years; Soil Conservation Ser-
vice. 'h year: B.S., Range Management. Washing-
ton State University. 
Responsibility: Wildlife Resources, Adobe 
Town WSA 
Bob Janssen 
Quall/ications: Geologist. Bureau 01 Land Man-
agement. 8 y rs; M.S., Geology. Colorado State 
University. B 5., Earth Science/Regional Analy-
SIS. University 01 Wisconsin 
Responsibility: Geotoglc Resources. Technical 
Coordinator on final EIS 
Gary Long 
Qu lifiutions: Outdoor Recreation Planner. 5 
years, Land Use Planner (Economist) . 4 years. 
Bur88u 01 Land Management: R search Assis-
tant, UnIversity 01 Wyoming, t year; B A Geogra-
phy, UnIversity 01 Wyoming. 
R pom;b,'m.~: Technical Coordinator on 
dr " EIS 
CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 
Vernon Lovejoy 
Qualifications: Outdoor Recreation Planner. 
Bureau 01 Land Management, 10 years; Realty 
Specialist. Army Corps 01 Engineers. 3 years; 
B.A .. Geography, University 01 Charleston, W. 
VA.; M.S. Recreation and Park Administration. 
Eastern Kentucky University. 
Responsibilities: Recreation and Wilderness 
Resources 
Jan Macey 
Qualificalion: Clerk-typiSt. Bureau 01 Land Man-
agement. 3 years; Computer Assistant. 1 year. Sec-
retary 7 years. Bureau 01 Reclamation. 
Responsibilities: Typing 
Jeff Olson 
Qualifications: Geologist, Bureau 01 Land Man-
agement, 2 years; B.S., University 01 Northern Col-
orado. 
Responsibilily: 0 11 and Gas Resources 
Tom Rinkes 
Qualification: Wildlile Biologist. Bureau 01 
Land Management. 9 years; B.S., Wlldille 
Resources. University 01 Idaho. 
Responsibility: Wildlife Resources. Ferris Moun-
tains WSA 
Bob Tigner 
Quallllca lions: Natural Resource Specialist. 
Bureau 01 Land Management. 6 years. Wlldille 
Biologist (Research). U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice. 21 years; Ph.D .. Biology. University 01 Col-
orado; M.S., B.S .. Wildlile Management. Color do 
State University. 
Responslbllily: Team Leader on dra" EIS; over-
all direction and management. 
Environmental Impact Statement 
Review 
An Intensive effort has been made to Involve the 
public. other gencles. industry. and specl.llnter-
est groups. The dra" EIS was rel88sed lor public 
review and comment In June t 983. The lormal 
comment parlod was open until September 30. 
t983. Over 300 copes 01 the dra" EIS were sent 
to Interested parties. A public hearing w s held 
July 28. 1983 In Rawlins. Wyoming. A total 01 l ive 
people testified at that h88rlng 
During th. comment period. 46 written com-
ments wera received Comments were received 
Irom 4 lederal agencies. t 2 State 01 Wyoming 
agencies. Including th. Governor's Offlc. Six 
energy companies commented. Conservation or-
ganizations submitted 5 comments, and 20 com-
ments were received from individuals. 
All comments that presented new data, ques-
tioned lacts or analysis. and rl ised issues having 
a direct bearing on the adequacy 01 the EIS were 
used in making changes to the dra" and/ or given 
individual responses in this chapter. Responses 
are also provided lor other comments considered 
to be 01 general interest to the readers. All public 
comments will be considered when making the 
final wilderness recommendations. regardless of 
whether they are printed or receive responses in 
this EIS. 
Revlewe,.. and Re.pon ... 
The lollowing list identifies agencies. organiza-
tions, and individuals to whom copies 01 the dra" 
EIS were sent. Those agencies. organizations. 
and individuals who returned written comments 
are denoted byalellerand page number. Thecom-
ments lor which responses were prepared are 
Identified by vert iCil lines and consecut ive 
numbers in the Ie" margin 01 each leller. The cor-
responding responses are shown on the pages lot-
lowing each leller and Ire numbered to match the 
comments. 
Elected Official. 
Federlll Official. and Agenele. 
Senator M.lcolm W.llop 
s.nator Al,n SlmptOn 
Congmtm," RIc".,d Chene., 
Department of The Int"lor 
8u,"u 01 Reel.mallon 
Bur .. u of MIn ... Comment L,n" I 
'11h I'd Wlldll,. ServIce. ComrMnt L.aU,' :rl,:lb 
Qeo1ooJca' Surv.y 
Mlner,l, Manag.m."1 SeNlc. 
N'tlon,1 P ,11 SeNlce, Comm.nt loen" J 
Ottici of Surllee MinIng 
Departm'"t tJ' Aorlcuitur. 
Foreal Ser;olce 
Soli ConteNarlon S.,~lce 
o.o.nma", 0' En,roy 
o.p.rtm,nl ot Ih' AI, Fore. 
Envlronm,nta' Protection Agency, Comm,nt L.,It,r .. 
State Official. and Agenele. 
Oo.,.,nor Ed ~,.hl.r Commant l,.all" 5 
Senators 
Win Hlella., 
Oavld R Nichol •• 
o R 'Bud" O,lIy 
CONIULTAnON AND COORDINATION 
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1, The Comparative Analysis of Impacts (Table 
2) has been revised to more accurately 
reflect expected impacts on various 
resources. including cultural resources. 
2. The analysis of impacts to cultural resources 
in the Adobe Town WSA has been revised. 
Please see appropriate sections of ~hapter 
4. 
3. Please see the new Proposed Action. Also, 
please see the discussion of alternatives con-
sidered but dropped from analysis (chapter 
1). 
4. The analysis of the impacts on livestock man-
agement have been extensively changed to 
more accurately reflect those impacts . 
5. Please see the new Proposed Action. 
6. After further analysis, we have concluded that 
designating an area wilderness does not nec-
essarily lead to recreational overuse. This 
issue was dropped from analysis in the final 
EIS. 
7. Analysis of wildlife resources in both WSAs 
has been extensively changed in the final 
EIS. Please see the revised discussion in 
chapter 3 and chapter 4, 
8. Our analysis concludes that these resources 
would be unaffected by either designation 
or nondesignation of the WSA. 
9. See response 5 above, 
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Responses 10 letter No. 1 
1. Note that the Proposed Action has changed 
from the Draft EIS. 
2. Findings of the mineral examination noted in 
your letter will be incorporated into the Wil-
derness Study Report given to the Secretary 
of the Interior . 
Respon .. s 10 letter No. 21 
1. Please see the new Proposed Action for 
Adobe Town. No big game popu lation was 
identified that would be affected by either 
designation or nondesignation of the WSA, 
2. The Ferris Mountains were identified in the 
HMP as a possible site for peregrine recov-
ery efforts, BlM searches of the cl iffs during 
breeding season for peregrines in the 
springs of 1984 and 1986 failed to identify 
peregrines or nesting sites in the cliffs. 
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Responses 10 Letter No. 3 
1. As stated in chapter 4 (Environmental Conse-
quences) , there are certain pre-FLPMA 
leases which are considered to be val id exist-
ing rights and would be developed. If the 
entire WSA were designated wilderness. 
BlM would be faced with managing a wilder-
ness within wh ich would be severa l produc-
ing gas wells. This, in ou r opinion. means 
that the area would be unmanageable as wil-
derness. The Ferris Mountains WSA has no 
pre-FlPMA leases and, therefore. is not sub-
ject to the same concern. Our projections 
indicate that recreation in the Adobe Town 
WSA would remain essentially unchanged . 
Currently the dominant recreation activity 
in the WSA is antelope hunting. Even with 
full development. the quality of antelope 
hunting in the WSA wou ld not change sig-
nificantly. 
2. The sections on cultural resources have been 
rewritten to reflect the ultimate loss of under· 
standing that necessarily comes from sal-
vaging cultural resource sites. The refer-
ence to standard operating procedures has 
been deleted 
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3. References mentioned have been eliminated 
from the final EIS. The Comparative Analy-
sis of Impacts (table 2, formerly table 5-1) 
has been revised . 
4. The Washakie Basin potential National Natu-
ral Landmark is now noted in the chapter 3 
discussion of the Adobe Town WSA's wi !der-
ness characteristics. 
Responses to Letter No, 4 
1. A location map is included in the final EIS. 
2. Please see the new Proposed Action for the 
Adobe Town WSA. 
3. As of the writing of the final EIS, ali nonunit-
ized pre-FLPMA leases in the Adobe Town 
WSA have expired. This was, in part, what 
drove the creation of the new Proposed 
Action for the WSA. The pre-FLPMA leases 
in the Ferris Mountains WSA have also 
expired. 
In developing the Proposed Action, many 
alternatives were examined. including alter-
natives larger than the original 16.280-acres 
partial wilderness. However. none of these 
reduced conflicts between wilderness pres-
ervation and natural gas production, nor did 
they add important wilderness attributes. 
Please see chapter 1 for further details. 
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Response to Letter No, 5 
1. Thank you. Please be assured BLM will work 
with the state of Wyoming regarding public 
comments. new resource information . use 
and management opportunities, and 
enhancement needs . 
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Respon ... 10 Letter No. 6 
1. These errors have been corrected. 
2. Discussions of grazing and livestock manage-
ment in the Ferris Mountains WSA has been 
revised in the final EIS. It was determined 
that livestock grazing and management 
would not appreciably change from present 
pract ices between any of the alternatives. 
3. Table 5 (old table 2·8) has been revised with 
updated information . The wildl ife section 
(chapter 3) for the Ferris Mountains WSA 
has been extensively revised. 
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Response to Letter No. 7 
1. The existing federal laws and regulations. 
which require the considerat ion of the 
effects of any action planned. permitted. or 
licensed by the federal government on cul-
tural resources will be complied regardless 
of which alternative is adopted. 
Response to Letter No. 8 
1. The eXisting federal laws and regulations. 
which require the consideration of the 
effects of any action planned. permitted . or 
licensed by the federal government on cul-
tural resources will be complied regardless 
of which alternative is adopted . 
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Responses to Letter No. 9 
1. This section has been deleted entirely in the 
final EIS. 
2. Our projections indicate that there would be 
little increase in ORV use in nondesignated 
areas. Wyoming BlM policy is that in areas 
where OAV travel is limited to designated 
roads and trails, open routes would be so de-
lineated using white arrows . 
3. Please note that the Proposed Action is differ· 
ent than that in the draft EIS. However. a loss 
of "wilderness type recreation" is implied in 
the analysis on impacts on wilderness 
values. It should be noted that the dominant 
recreation activity in the Adobe Town WSA 
is antelope and deer hunting. 
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Responses to Letter No. 10 
1. Please nole 1hal Ihe Proposed ACl ion has 
changed from the draft EIS. 
2. The potential for finding zeolite mineral occur-
rences in the Adobe Town WSA is presently 
based on literature searches and some pre-
liminary field work done by BLM during the 
summer of 1980. The U.S. Bureau of Mines 
and Geological Survey will conduct a final 
mineral survey of the area prior to final rec-
ommendation to the President. 
3. We do not anticipate major changes in the 
sand dunes or hydrology of the Adobe 
Town WSA. 
4. The U.S. Bureau of Mines and Geological Sur· 
vey will also be conducting a mineral survey 
on the Ferris Mountains WSA. The mineral 
surveys already conducted in the WSA are 
preliminary in nature. A detailed systematic 
exploration of the Ferris Mo~ntains WSA 
may be the only way to precisely determine 
mineral potential. The traditional interpreta-
tion of the structure of the Ferris Mountains 
has been block faulting in a nearly vert ical 
plane on the south flank . The new hypoth-
esis being put forward is a model involving 
thrust faulting. The former interpretation is 
a preferred model at this point 
5. The word should be "geographical." 
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11 Response to Letter No. 11 
1. Thank you for your comments. 
12 
Response to Letter No. 12 
1. Thank you for your comments. 
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Response to Letter No. 13 
1. Thank you for your comments. 
Re.ponse to Letter No. 14 
1. Thank you for your comments . 
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Responses to Letter No. 15 
1. The water resources section has been deleted 
from the final EIS. Stock water reservoirs are 
discussed in the livestock grazing section . 
2. The Ferris Mountains WSA contains no water 
developments. Livestock and wildlife obtain 
water from the natural drainages and from 
water developments outside the WSA. 
3. Acreage corrections have been made in the 
final EIS. 
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Response to Letter No. 16 
No state land in the Adobe Town WSA is pro-
posed for wilderness. so state lands would 
not be affected . State lands are not included 
in the Ferris Mounta ins WSA. A land 
exchange. as recommended in Alternat ive 
3. Enhanced Wilderness. would requ ire 
time. but state lands wou ld not be included 
in a wilderness area until such an exchange 
occu rred. 
Relponse to Letter No. 17 
As to a location for the Continental Divide 
National Scen ic Trail . the BlM has made no 
decision as to whether the tra il will pass 
through the Ferris Mountains. Present Con-
tinental Divide Trail hikers use a number of 
routes while passing through the Great 
Divide Basin. one of which is the Ferris 
Mountains. 
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Responses to Letter No. 18 
1. Livestock grazing in the Ferris Mountains 
WSA would not be appreciably affected 
under any alternative. After further analysis. 
we concluded that recreat ional overuse 
would not occur solely because of wilder-
ness designation. Therefore, this issue was 
dropped from analysis in the final EIS . 
2. In developing the new Proposed Act ion. sev-
eral partial wilderness alternatives were 
examined. Please see appropriate sections 
o f chapter t for more detail. Only one of 
these alternatives (the Proposed Action ) pre-
~erved important wilderness attributes 
while also recognizing practical limitations 
of topography on development. In the Pro-
posed Action. we recognize the existence of 
pre-FlPMA leases. but also that certain 
areas are not practical to develop. given 
expectations about the future demand tor 
natural gas. 
3. This diSCUSSion has been deleted from the 
final EIS . 
4. For purposes of analysis, we have assumed 
full development o f oil and gas resources In 
the Adobe Town WSA. Oil and gas develop-
ments is. however, constrained by Wyoming 
BlM's requ irement that development avoid 
areas of steep slopes (greater than 25%) and 
live water or riparian areas (a t least 500 
feet). Thus constrained. " full development" 
wil l necessarily not occur in some areas of 
the WSA. but WIll still resul t in 85% of the 
underlying natural gas being recovered 
5. Please see the new Proposed Action 
6. See response 2 above 
7. Designation of areas as ACECs IS done III con-
junction with BlM's land use planning pro-
cess. State Directors may deSignate areas 
as ACECs. Thus. a discussion of ACECs IS 
outside the scope of this document. Also. all 
and gas development in adjacent areas has 
not degraded the air quality The Adobe 
Town WSA does not contam rare or endan-
gered plant species 
8. Please see the revised Energy and Minerai 
Resources sections See also the new Pro-
posed Act ion. 
9 Our analYSIS shows that antelope would be 
essen tIally unaffected by any of the alterna-
tives There would be only a localized, min-
imal effect on mule deer Given that recre-
ation use IS not p' v l8cted 10 Increase 
dramatically under any scenario. It IS 
unlikely that bIg game hunting would be ap-
precIably altered 
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10. This reference has been deleted 
11 ThIS tabte has been corrected. 
12. This map has been corrected. 
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Response to Letter No. 19 
1. Please see the new Proposed Act ion . 
Responses to Letter No. 20 
1. Please see the new Proposed AcllOn for the 
Adobe Town WSA. Also, ptease see chapter 
1 for a discussion of alternatives considered 
but dropped from analYSIS. 
2. II is contrary to BlM policy to use an ACEC 
designation as an alternative In a Wilderness 
EIS unless such a deCISion IS In a current 
MFP or AMP No such deCISIon ex,.ts for the 
Adobe Town WSA 
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Respon ... to LeUer No. 21 
Please see the new Proposed Achon for the 
Adobe Town WSA. Also. please see discus-
sion in chapter 1 on alternatives conSidered 
but dropped from analysIs. 
2 As pointed out in chapter 3. the pre-FLPMA 
lease. in the Adobe Town WSA are under 
unit agreements and are held by production 
In essence, they will never expire. As slIch, 
they are considered to be val id e l l· ng 
rights and are developable even undr .. wil-
derness designation 
3 ThIS diSCUSSion has been deleted from the 
final EIS 
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Response to LeUer No. 22 
t. ptea.e note that the Proposed Action has 
changed Irom the draft EIS 
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Response to LeHer No. 23 
1. Please note tilat the Proposed Action has 
changed from the draft EIS. 
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Response to Letter No. 24 
1. Industry has suggested a hypothesis that the 
Ferris Mountains have been involved in 
some recumbent folding and/or thrust fault· 
ing which has placed sedimentary rocks 
underneath the Precambrian. If this were 
the case, it would indicate potential for oil 
and gas accumulations. Two geophysical 
studies. one in 1982 and one in 1983. have 
been conducted in and nearthe Ferris Moun-
tains WSA. Neither produced evidence in 
support of the new hypothesis. This. com-
bined with our interpretation of the geologic 
structure of the WSA.leads us to the conclu· 
sion that oil and gas potential in the Ferris 
Mountains is low. 
Response to Letter No. 25 
1. Please note that the Proposed Action has 
changed from the draft EIS. 
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Responses to Letter No. 26 
1. Wyoming BlM has adopted standard stipula-
tions for oil and gas leases (see Appendix) . 
These would be used on new leases as 
needed. Existing leases are subject to stip-
ulations already attached to the lease. All 
new leases in the Adobe Town WSA would 
besubjectto Stipulations No. 1 (Surface Dis-
turbance Stipulation) and No. 2b (Wild life 
Stipulation · Raptors) . 
2. Several raptor nesting sites have been identi-
fied in the Adobe Town WSA. The Stipula-
tion No. 2b mentioned above specifies the 
constraints that might be imposed to protect 
nesting sites . 
3. Very little antelope crucial winter range is actu-
ally in the WSA. This analysis has been 
deleted from the final EIS. 
4. This discussion has been deleted from the 
final EIS. 
5. Please see response 1 to letter No. 24. The 
EIS sections on Energy and Mineral 
Resources in the Ferris Mountains were wr it-
ten based on literature searches. personal 
communication with industry and Individu-
als familiar with the oraa. and a preliminary 
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field mineral survey conducted by BLM dur-
ing the summer of 1978 and 1979. The EIS 
represents a summary of this information. 
Complete details on the mineral information 
so far collected are available in the refer-
enced documents. 
6. The final mineral survey of the Ferris Moun-
tains WSA will be conducted by the U.S. 
Bureau of Mines and Geological Survey . 
" . ""'~"ff" _~'"'' """_ ",_. COt._ II"". 
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Response to Letter No. 27 
1. The BLM's Wilderness Management Policy 
allows for certain exploration activities in wil-
derness as long as wilderness values are pre-
served. Helicopter seismic studies could be 
done given adequate safeguards to the wil-
derness values. Therefore. deSignation of 
the WSA as wilderness should not constrain 
your ability to explore your leases adjacent 
to the WSA . 
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28 Response to LeHer No. 28 
1. Thank you for your comments. 
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Response to Letter No. 29 
1. Thank you for your comments. 
Responses to Letter No. 3(! 
1. Our projections indicate that visitor use would 
not increase substantially; any increase 
woutd occur regardless of whether or not 
the WSA was designated wilderness. Only 
those resources that woutd be affected by 
either designation or nondesignation are 
analyzed in this EIS. Methods by which BLM 
could control visitor use, should it ever be 
warranted, would be addressed in a wilder-
ness management plan if the area becomes 
designated wilderness, or in land-use plans 
if it is not designated. 
2. Wilderness designation by itself would not 
affect eilherthe kind or numbers of livestock 
in the WSA. Given that most management 
activilies in the WSA are done without motor-
ized vehicles, wilderness designation 
should not disrupt your day-to-day opera-
tions. In total, the WSA accounts for only 4% 
of the AUMs in all allotments comprising the 
WSA. Assuming in your example that 
grazing permits in wilderness areas have no 
explicit value to lending Institutions, wilder-
ness designation of the Ferris Mountains 
WSA would adversely affect the livestock 
industry's ability to borrow by only 4%. This 
is not considered to be a Significant impact. 
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3. Boundary identification and trespass would 
be addressed in the wilderness manage-
ment plan, should the WSA be deSignated 
as wilderness. BLM's Wilderness Manage-
ment Policy specifically allows the continu-
ation of livestock grazing and its associated 
facilities. 
4. Essentially, the policy means that grazing will 
be allowed to continue in a designated wil-
derness to the same manner and degree as 
before designation. Designation would not 
affect obtaining a cooperative management 
agreement. 
5. Legal access already exists to the WSA. Spe-
cific access needs would be addressed in a 
wilderness management plan . 
6. Your recommendation is outside the scope of 
this EIS . 
7. This discussion has been deleted from the 
final EIS . 
8. This discussion has been deleted from the 
final EIS. 
9. This section has been deleted from the final 
EIS. 
10. This table has been deleted from the final 
EIS. 
11 . All BLM wilderness areas would be managed 
according to the guidelines in BLM's Wilder-
ness Management Policy. This policy pro-
vides specific guidance for the management 
of various resource activities and provides 
valuable insight into the way BLM wilder-
ness would be managed. Upon designation 
as wilderness. a formal Wilderness Manage-
ment Plan would be written for each area. 
Before publ ishing such a plan , the public 
would be given the opportunity to review 
and comment on the contents. 
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Response to Letter No. 31 
1. Please see 1he new Proposed Action for the 
Adobe Town WSA. 
Responses to Letter No. 32 
1. Please see the new Proposed Action for the 
Adobe Town WSA. 
2. This section has been deleted from the final 
EIS. 
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Responses to Letter No. 33 
1. Please note that the Proposed Action has 
changed from the draft EIS. 
2. This alternative was eliminated from analysis 
in the final EIS because it would be creat ing 
a defacto wilderness which is contrary to 
BLM policy. 
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Response to Letter No. 34 
1. Thank you for your comments. 
Ifelpon .. to Letter No. 35 
1. Thank you for your comments. 
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Rnpon .. to Letter No. 36 
1. Please see the new Proposed Action . Direc-
tional drilling would allow the exploration 
and development of a small "fringe" area 
around a deSignated wilderness area at an 
added expense. However, it is not possible 
to directionally drill and develop an area as 
large as the Adobe Town WSA. 
Relpon ... to Letter No. 37 
1. Your suggested aiternative is not within the 
scope of this EIS because the lands 
included in your proposal have not been des-
ignated wilderness study areas. The area 
you suggest may be considered in future 
I .. ~d-use planning efforts under the author-
i:~ provided in Section 202 of FLPMA and 
the regulations in 43 CFR 1601 and 1610. 
2. Please see chapter 1 for a discussion of alter-
natives considered but dropped from fur-
ther analysis. Larger partial wilderness alter-
natives were considered but none reduced 
conflicts nor added important wilderness at-
tributes . 
3. This discussion has been deleted from the 
final EIS. 
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Response to Letter No. 38 
1. Thank you for your comments. 
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RHpon .. to Letter No. 39 
1. Thank you for your comments . 
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Relpon .. to Letter No. 40 
1. Thank you for your comments. 
RHpon .. to Letter No. 41 
1. Please see the new Proposed Action. 
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Response to Letter No. 42 
1. Please see the new Proposed Action. 
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43 Response to Letter No. 43 
1. Please see the new Proposed Action . 
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Response to Letter No. 44 
1. Thank you for your comments. 
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Response to Letter No. 45 
1. Thank you for your comments. 
Response to Letter No. 46 
1. Thank you for your comments. 
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Response to Letter No. 47 
1. Please see the new Proposed Action for 
Adobe Town. 
APPENDIX 
STANDARD PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS 
1. SURFACE DISTURBANCE 
STIPULATION (used on all 
leases) 
Surface disturbance will be prohibited in any of 
the following areas or conditions. Modifications 
to this limitation may be approved in writing by 
the Authorized Officer. 
a. Slopes in excess of 25 percent. 
b. Within important scenic areas (Class I and 
II Visual Resource Management areas). 
c. Within 500 feet of surface water and/or 
riparian areas. 
d. Within a quarter mile or visual horizon 
(whichever is closer) of significant sites along 
historic trails. 
e. Construction with frozen material or dur-
ing periods when the soil material is satu-
rated, frozen, or when watershed damage is 
likely to occur. 
GUIDANCE 
The SURFACE DISTURBANCE STIPULATION 
will be included in all BlM authorizations. The 
intent ofthis stipulation is to inform interested par-
ties (potential lessees, permittees, operators) 
that, when one or more of the five (a through e) 
environmental conditions exist, surfacf"! disturb-
ing activities will be prohibited unless or until the 
permittee or his designated representative and 
the surface management agency (SMA) arrive at 
an acceptable plan for mitigation of anticipated 
impacts. This negotiation will occur prior to devel-
opment and become a condition for approval 
when authorizing the action. 
Specific threshold criteria (e.g., 500 feet from 
water) have been established based upon the best 
information available. However, geographical 
areas and time periods of concern must be delin-
eated at the field level (i.e., "surface water and/or 
riparian areas" may include both intermittent and 
ephemeral water sources or may be limited to per-
ennial surface water) . "Significant sites along his-
toric trdlls," refer to those trail segments and sites 
which have been enrolled in or are eligible for 
enrollment in the National Register of Historic 
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Places. These decisions, where possible, should 
be described in the land use planning documents. 
Modification or waiver of this stipulation must 
allow for additional requirements to be applied on 
a site specific basis, if necessary to mitigate the 
impacts of concern. Waiver of this stipulation 
must be based upon demonstration, through envi-
ronmental analysis, plans of development, plans 
of operation, Application for Permit to Drill (APD) 
processing, etc., that the adverse effects will be 
mitigated or avoided. 
2. WILDLIFE STIPULATION 
a. To protect important big game ungulate 
winter habitat, drilling and other surface dis-
turbing activity will not be allowed during the 
period from November 15 to April 30 within 
certain areas encompassed by this lease. The 
same criteria applies to elk calving areas from 
the period of May 1 to June 30. This limitation 
does not apply to maintenance and operation 
of producing wells. Modifications of this lim-
itation in any year may be approved in writing 
by the Authorized Officer. 
b. To protect important raptor and/ or sage 
and sharp-tailed grouse nesting habitat, drill-
ing and other surface disturbing activi ty will 
not be allowed during the period from Febru-
ary 1 to July 31 within certain areas encom-
passed by this lease. This limitation does not 
apply to maintenance and operation of pro-
ducing wells. Modifications of this limilation 
in any year may be approved in writing by Ihe 
Authorized Officer. 
c. No surface occupancy will be allowed on 
that portion of Ihe lease within the loll owing 
defined area for the purpose of protecting 
wildlife habitat (e.g., .. ge/lh.rp-t.lled 
grou .. Itruttlng groundl): (leg.1 dncrlp-
tlon) . Modifications of this limitation in any 
year may be approved in writing by the Autho-
rized Officer. 
GUIDANCE 
The WilDLIFE STIPULATION is intended to 
provide two ba~c types of protection, seasonal 
restriction (a and b) and no surface occupancy 
APPENDIX 
(c). A legal description will ultimately be required 
and should be measurable and legally definable. 
There are no minimum subdivision requirements 
at th is time. The area delineated can and should 
be refined as necessary based upon current bio-
logical data at the time the APD or Sundry Notice 
is processed. It should eventually become a con-
dition for approval in these permits. 
The seasonal restriction section of the stipula-
tion identifies three groups of species and delin-
eates two similar timeframe restrictions. These 
two restrictions are big game ungulate and 
raptors/grouse. The big game ungulates includ-
ing elk. moose. deer. antelope. and big horn 
sheep all require protection of cruc ial winter 
range between November 15 and April 30. Sage 
and sharp-tailed grouse and raptors such as 
eagles. accipiters. falcons. buteos. osprey. and 
burrowing owls, also require nesting protection 
during periods between February 1 and July 31 . 
The no surface occupancy section of the stip-
ulation is intended for protection of unique wild-
life and wildlife habitat values (e.g .• sage grouse 
strutting grounds. known threatened and endan-
gered species habitat. etc.) which cannot be pro-
tected using seasonal restrictions. 
3. SPECIAL RESOURCE 
PROTECTION STIPULATION 
In order to protect ( ................. ). the District 
Manager reserves the right to prohibit surface dis-
turbance (i.e .. within • opec:IfIc: dlatanca 01 the 
................. or ... _ date-to-dat.) in ('eg.' 
IU_). This limitation does not apply to 
operation and maintenance of producing wells. 
Modifications to this limitation may be approved 
in writing by the Authorized Officer. 
A .......... Category: 
a. Recreation areas. 
b. Special historic featu res. 
c. Special management areas. 
d. Sections of major rivers. 
e. Prior existing rights-of-way. 
f. Occupied dwell ings. 
GUIDANCE 
The SPECIAL RESOURCE PROTECTION 
STIPULATION is intended for use only in the few 
very specialized. site-specific situations where 
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one of the other three gAneral stipulat ions will not 
adequately address the concern. The resource 
value, location , and specific restriction must be 
clearly identified. A detailed plan addressing mit-
igation and special restrict ions on development 
will be required prior to development and will 
become a condition for approval in the Applica-
tion for Permit to Drill or Sundry Notice. 
4. NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY 
STIPULATION 
No surface occupancy will be allowed on the 
following described lands (legal subdlvlslonl 
.... ) because of (resource .alue). See examples. 
Aesource Category: 
a. Recreation and interpretive areas (camp-
grounds. historic trails. national monu-
ments) . 
b. Major reservoirs/dams. 
c. Special management areas (e.g .. Area of 
Critical Environmental Concern . wild and sce-
nic rivers) . 
GUIDANCE 
The NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULA-
TION (NSO) is intended for use only when other 
stipulations are determined insufficient to ade-
quately protect the public interest andl or as an 
alternative to "no leasing." The legal subdivision 
and resource value of concern must be identified 
in the stipulation and be tied to a land use plan-
ning document. There will be no exceptions to 
this stipulation granted without amendment 01 the 
appropriata land use plan. 
When considering the no lease option. a rigor-
ous test must be met and fully documented in the 
record. This test must be based on the stringent 
standards 01 the Interior Board 01 Land Appeals. 
Since rejection of a lease offer is more severe than 
the most restrictive stipulation. the record must 
show that consideration was given to leaSing sub-
ject to reasonable stipulat ions including a NSO 
stipulation. The record must also show that stip-
ulations were determined to be insufficient to ade-
quately protect the public interest. A no- lease 
decision should not be made solely because it ap-
pears that directional drilling would be unfeAsi-
ble. especially where a NSO lease may be accept-
able to a potential lessee. In such cases the 
opportunity to accept or refuse a NSO lease 
should be left to the potential lessee. 
APPENDIX 
Exception(~) by the District Manager to the 
NSO stipulation Will be subject to the same test 
used to initially justify the imposition of this stip-
ulation. If the NSO stipulation is justified but upon 
development less restrictive stipulations would 
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ad8<!uately protect the public interest. then an ex-
ception to the NSO stipulation could be granted. 
The record must show that because conditions 
and us~s have changed. less restrictive stipula-
hons Will protect the public interest. 
/// 
GLOSSARY 
ALLUVIUM. Unconsolidated material deposited relatively 
recently in geologic time by 8 stream or other body of 
running water. 
.ANIMAL UNIT MONTH (AUM): the amount 01 forage con-
sumed by • cow-calf pair in one month. 
COLLUVIUM. Loose incoherent deposits at the loot of a 
slope or Cliff. brought there primarily by gravity. 
COMMERCIAL TIMBER. Forest landthat is capable 01 yield-
Ing at least 20 cubic feet of wood per year of commercial 
coniferous tree species. 
CUL rURAL RESOURCES. Fragile and nonrenewable 
remains of human activity. occupation. or endeavor 
(eflected in districts. sites, structures, building. objects, 
artifacts, (uins, works 01 art, architecture, and naturalfea-
tures that were of importance in human .vent1. These 
resources consist of (1) physical remains; (2) areas 
where significant human events occurred. even though 
evidence of the event no longer remains; and (3) the envi-
ronment immediately surrounding the actual resource. 
Cultural resources. including both prehistoric and histor-
ical remains, represent a part of the continuum of events 
trom the earliest evidences ot humans to the present day. 
FLPMA. The Fecleral land Pol icy and Management Act of 
1976. FlPMA provides guidel ines for the administration, 
management, protection, development. and enhance-
ment of the public lands administered by the Bureau 01 
land Management. 
LIVESTOCK GRAZING OPERATIONS. Operations under 
permit where the primary purpose is the grazing of live-
stock lor the production 01 lood and fiber. Includes pack 
and saddle stock used in conjunction with such opera-
tions. 
MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK PLAN (MFP). The Bureau's 
basic planning decision document prior to the adoption 
of a new planning process in t979. 
MMBF. The abbfeviation used by foresters to Indicate a vol-
ume of one mill ion board feel. 
MINERAL WITHDRAWAl. Removal of specific tederal 
lands from availability for mineral development. 
MULTIPLE USE. " the management 01 the public lands and 
their various resource values so that they are utilized In 
the combination that will best meet the present and 
future needs of the American people; making the most 
Judicloua use of the land lor some or aI/ of these 
resources or related services over areas large enough to 
provide lurtlclent lalitude for periodic adjustments In use 
to conform to changing needs and conditions: the use 
of some landa for leu than a" of the resources: a com-
bination of balanced and dlvetM resource uses that take 
Into account the long term needl but not limited to rec-
raatlon, range. timber, mlnerall, .atet1hed. wildlife and 
IIlh, and naturaltcenlc, scientific, and historical values; 
and harmonlOUllnd coordinated management of the var-
loul rnources without permanent Impairment of the pro-
ductivity of the land and the quality of the environment 
with conllderetlon being given to the rel.tlve values of 
the mourc" and not neceuarlly to the combination 01 
UIH thllt will give the greatest economic return or the 
grot .. t unit output. (From Section 103. FLPMA.) 
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NATURALNESS. Refers to an area which "generally 
appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of 
nature. wilh the imprint of man's work substantially unno-
ticeable." (From Section 2(c) , Wilderness Act. ) 
OFF-ROAD VEHICLE. Any motorized tracked or wheeled 
vehicle designated for cross-country travel over any type 
of natural terra in. Exclusions (from Executive Order 
1164 ... as amended by Executive Order 1 t989) are non-
amphibious registered motorboats. any military, tire. 
emergency. or law enforcement vehicle while being used 
tor emergency purposes. any vehic le whose use is ex-
pressly authorized by the authorizing officer or other-
wise officially approved. vehicles in official use, and any 
combat support vehicle in limesof national defenseemer-
gencies. 
OUTSTANDING. (1) Standing out among othel'$ of its kind; 
conspicuous: prominent. (2) Superior 10 others of its 
kind; distinguished: excel lent. 
PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES. Fossilized remains of 
prehistoric faunal and floral species. 
POST-FLPMA LEASES. Leases issued after October 21 . 
1976. the date of passage of the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act. 
PRECOMMERCIAL THINNING. Th inning noncommercial 
stands of young trees so that the growth potential of an 
area Is utilized by tewer trees: therefore. the remain ing 
trees grow larger in a shorter period of time, eventually 
becoming commercial timber. 
PRE-FLPMA LEASES. Leases issued before October 21 , 
1976, the date of the passage of FLPMA. 
PRIMITIVE ANO UNCONFINED RECREATION.-
Nonmotorized and nondeveloped types of outdoor rec-
reational activities. 
RIPARIAN. 01 or relallng to or living or located on the bank 
01 a water course. 
SHPO. State Historic Preservation Office. 
SOLITUOE. (1) The slate of being alone or remote from hab-
itations; isolation. (2) A lonely, unfrequented, or 
secluded place. 
VISITOR DAY. A measure of recreation use; one visitor In 
an area lor 12 hours, 2 visitors lor six hours. etc . 
WILDERNESS. The definition contained In Section 2(c) 01 
the Wilderness Act 01 1964. 
WILDERNESS STUDY AREA. A roadless area or island that 
has been inventoried and found to have wilderness char-
acteristics asdescribed in Sxtlon 60301 FLPMA and Sec-
lion 2(c) of the Wilderness Act 01 1964. 
ZEOLITE. A large group 01 hydro-aluminoslllcate minerals 
formed especially In beds of tuff. Sometimes valuable for 
chemical properties allowing them to be used in ion 
exchange and adsorption. 
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